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CHAPTER I

isracaHJcricB

mracDuoficB
•■>ackgronnd of the Study
The average length of the taboo 1 year in American
oublic schools, at present, is 180 clays, and includes a term
Of nine to nine and one-lmlf months*

During the past twenty-

five years this hm been the generally accented length of the
school year*

Within the past century, however, the school

year has ranged from 110*9 days, 1 in some rural areas, to a
full twelvemonth term in other communities*
Two problems, «monf the many feeing education today, *
have caused some educators and laymen to question the
practicality of the i6G~d&y school term*

The first of these

problems Is concerned with the shortage of suitable classrooms
and qualified teachers*

Since World War II, this problem

has become increasingly acute, and, as a result, some hard‘Tossed calamities have studied plane for extending the
school year to twelve months in order to effect greater

'l State of Minnesota* A longer School Year*
St. Pauls Department of Education," 1U5§* fTTT"

( proc* )

3

efficiency in the utilisation of classrooms, teachers, and
administrative personnel*

Other school systems are employing

tt double-so®sions * whereby students attend school in shifts*
The second problem arises from the fact that the
demands on the curriculum today arc greater than ever before,
«ifch the progress of civilisation and our modem technological
society, there is now more to leam.

bhat seemed to bo

advanced knowledge yesterday, is often considered elementary
today.

Because of the modern ago wo live in, and the world¬

wide competition m are engaged in with the Soviet Union,
there is a demand for mm foreign language, science, and
»

mathematics in the modern curriculum*

The modem teaching of

physics, for examcrle, require® a doubling or even a tripling
of the time allotted for laboratory work*

Yet the older

course areas, such as English and history, cannot be crowded
out of the program.

They are, in fact, also demanding more

tine in the curriculum,

hewer courses, such as driver

education, homemaking, health education, and social
have been added to the traditional school program*

robiens,
All of

these factors, plus the fact that greater demands are now
being made upon the student’s time by e&tra-ci&ss arid social
activities, pose a perplexing situation for the present-day

4
educator*

The .jusstion is. can wo i:ioet the demands of cod era

education

ith a school calendar that was geared to the needs

of a different day and a different life?
In an attempt to cope with this problem, a number of
communities have installed summer schools*

others are

experimenting with smaer-enriohment ? rograxas which include
social, recreational, and academic enrichment activities, as
well as provision for the professional improvement of teachers.
The latter Is a direct attempt to provide for hotter qualified
teachers through special swmrnv inserviee training programs,
and an effort to elevate teaching to a more professional
status by making it a full-time and a more renumsrativ©
profession.

Thus, more of the nation’s able men and mmn

might be attracted to a career in teaching*
Many plans have coon studied and given a trial in art
effort to solve come of these problems.

All of the plans are

based on some form of extension of the traditional loO~dagr
school year*
lhat are these specific plans and proposals?

Afoafc has

actually been done with thorn in the American schools?

. hat

are the merits of each plan in relation to th© student, the
/

teacher, and the community?

Are there any disadvantages

s
associated with these system of organisation?

These are the

basic questions which underlie this writer1® research*
The Problem
This study is a review and analysis of the plans for the
extension of the school year in the Mmrlean public schools*
Som of the plans to be studied herein have already
been given a trial in American schools*

Others are presently

in operation# while several arc as yet untested, and have
only boon proposed m possible solutions to the problem*
Sign!tloanee of the Problem
The idea of extending the American school year is not
of recent origin#

Industrialisation and the enactment of

legislation prohibiting the use of child labor first stimulated
thinking along these lines*
in school year extension*

Today there is a renewed interest
This is evidenced in the increase

in the number of stSK.ser»eohool programs# and the studies being
conducted by mxmvom states and comunitios on the question
of a longer, school year*
*Vhat does this increased interest in school-year
extension mm to the American educator# and what arc its
implications?

First, it is an indication that there are some

problem# in African education which some authorities feel

my best bo solved though the organisation of a longer
school tarn*

Secondly* increased interest in this topic

ae&as to he an indication that the problems involved have
not as yet net with a satisfactory solution*
they seem to he 'greasing more aorta*

If anything,

Therefore, it in logical

to mmm that in the near future mm will ho hoard from the
proponents of school^year extension*

The iwriean educator

and the taxpayer^ parent nay soon be called w on to make
decisions concerning tide israe*

In order to accurately and

objectively appraise the worth of such proposals* the educator
and other interested > orsons mist be a«mre of the background
and the educational implications of the iesuo of school-year
extension*
Finally# any extension of the school year would call
for a reorganisation of the entire curriculum*

The nore

extension of currant course content over a longer
time could hardly he considered m justifiable*

oried of

Traditional

courses would have to be reorganised* and a complete
rethinking along these lines would be in order*

within the

ooimmity and the home, a longer school year would also
involve major adjustments.

Community social and recreational

programs might have to be reorganised* or more closely

?
integrated with the progvms of the schools, and family
vacation habits sight be considerably altered*

Hie school,

as a result, might develop as an even sore important
ooz&amity influence*
School-year extension la then an important issue to
both the oossmunlty and the school*

The implications of the

question are far greater than what is readily discernible*
thus, greater knowledge concerning the various j Ians and
proposals for the extension of the school year would seem to
be of considerable importanoo to the educator, the parent,
and the taxpayer*
: nvvmm and Objectives of the Study
1*

A study of the specific characteristics of the

various plans and proposals for school-year extension*
2*

to exploration of the proposed advantages of each

plan in relation to the student, the teacher, and the
taxpayer-parent*
3*

to exploration of the possible disadvantages of

each plan in relation to the student, the teacher, and the
t ax- ayer-parent *
4*

A consideration of the factors responsible for the

lack of wider acceptance of these plans*

8
5*

The datemixmiion of criteria for the establishment

of a workable and acceptable plan for school-year extension*
G*

The fomtlation of a prediction as to the future

length of the American school year*
limitations of the Study
Thin study is basically a review and analysis of the
literature in the field of school-year extension*

It is a

survey of what has been done and what has been proposed*
Ikch of the literature in this field is highly conjectural
in nature#

This is due to the' fact that so little experiment-

ation 1ms been carried out along these lines, and many of the
proposals have never been actually placed into operation*
In instances where a longer school year has been organised
and operated, there is a danger that local authorities, when
reporting on the plan, are liable to be biased in their
ana ysis of the success or failure of that plan*

Also, som

of the plans were given a trial and evaluated a number of
years ago when condition* wore very smell different from what
they are at the present time*

Thus, it was necessary to

analyse such plans In the light of current conditions, as
well as during the period when they were operated and
written about.

9
Tliis Investigator enters upon this study as an
interested but impartial observer.

Uc ho &$ to arrive at

•

an objective analysis of the plans for the extension of the
/ir.erican school year, and the issues involved in this
rroblen.

Because of the varying objectives and purposes of

the different plans, it is not possible to evaluate then
strictly in relation to each other, and to arrive at a
definite conclusion as to which plan or proposal is best,
or which is the most desirable*

Rather, each plan will be

analysed in relation to its era. merits, in so far as the
student, the teacher, and the taxpayer-parent are concerned*
It must also be noted, in evaluating any of the ?Ians, that
what sight work well in one school system night bo totally
un&uit*& to another community*

The individual community,

and its philosophies am objectives of education, must be
carefully considered in the study of the adaptability of any
plan to a specific situation*
finally, because of the lack of experimentation in this
field, there is little or no objective research data avail¬
able as to the effect of such progress upon the students, the
teachers, and the oo®unities who participated in them*

This

is a relatively fertile field for future research, as more.

school cystous experiment along the lines of a longcx* school
year*

/

>■

j

\

CHAiTfiH
OUTLIHE 0?

Pi

CUTLIES OF . E0CSD0R8

Sources of the Data
This study is basically a review and analysis of the
various plans and proposals for school-year extension, and
is based upon the literature concemod with them#

hany of

the pro osals for extending the school year have never been
given a trial in American schools*

Therefore, a study of

them can only be an analysis of what was written about them*
Other plans, such as the Four*Oerter Pl&xx* worn in o oration
at one time*

However, that was mm number of years ago, and

th«y have not h&m used in the public schools since prior to
borld bar IIf

Information concerning these plans mnt also

be secured from what was written about them at the time during
which they mr$ In operation*

Here recent data concerning

those programs is available from the rcorta of states and
comu&ltitft who have re studied the Four-Quarter Plan in
relation to present-day conditions.

These materials were

also incorporated into this study.
The suawxvonriohaent type programs are comparatively

13
n®v;, having Wom prominent since the close of dorld -a? II*
Theco program arc presently being operated in a number of
ccmuaities, and info nation concerning them mu obtained
iron the original sources, as well as iron articles in
-Tofoasionai periodicals written by those who have boon
directly concerned with these programs, and those who have
conducted studies of them*
In initiating this study, the investigator first
consulted with Dr* Raymond W$mm of the University of
liassaohuscits, an authority on the subject, and him© If the
author of a mm proposal for an ext ended school, year*
Dr*

yman provided the writer with his personal bibliography

on the to-io as a start for this research*

A further basic

bibliography was compiled from an investigation of materials
listed in the EDUCATION H1I# dating back through the year
1930*

A study of these sources led to the compilation of a

comprehensive bibliography on the subject, dating back
through the year 1920*
The next step was that of securing information from the
states of -lanesota and Florida, and the city of Los Angelos*
Each had recently conducted an extensive survey of some phase
of the problem of schooi-yoar extension, and the results of

14
time surveys were available in the fom oi printed and
mimeograrhed Bateviola*

the Research Division of the

National Education Association was also consulted, and that
agency provided the investigator with the resuite of several
studies conducted in tide field*

The United States Office

of Education was the source of a selected and annotated
bibliography on the extended school year* which listed much
of the early literature on this topic*
A review of the procading sources revealed that a
number of cities were currently © orating extended school
year programs in the torn of mmmr emiciuaent-remedial
t-v^graas for the students*
secured front

Glencoe, Illinois;

Lexington, Kentucky;
California;

Printed mto rials wore thus
Grand Island, llehraska;

howton, Massaohusetts;

Ibannke, Virginia;

Riverside,

and Rochester, hinmesota*

. In this maimer, a oomprehensive bibliography on the
subject of school-year extension was organised*

All relevant

articles and nat©rials were carefully studied and analysed*
and the data on all of the plans and proposals for a longer
school year wore compiled*
General Procedure
The materials and literature consulted were organised

15
into two major oatecorioa,

First, there were those general

materials which were concerned with the background and
history of the rroblem, and the general issues involved in
this question.

Secondly, there were the materials directly

/

concerned with the r eoifle plane or proposals for extending
the school year*

The femes*

mro organised to Torn a

coa^rehaaeiw bnoSgreund and history to the problem* while
the latter mm further organised into three ensio categories
of program for school-year extension*

This classification

was n&de according to the fundamental objectives of that
particular plan o£ organisation*

These were outlined as

follows$

I*

The Seonosy Programs
A*

Four-Barter Tim

B*

?hree~Sejaeeter School fear

C*

lloljmm

Tim - a variation of the original
Four-Quarter flan

0*
II*

%jma

Tim * doubje^eesslane combined with a
■

longer school year

The Acceleration Program
A*

Newark-Bashvilie Plan - a IB*month quarter-tyre
program designed to accelerate student progress

3*

11-Uonth Accelerated Program - 12 yeaxvs of
school completed in 10 years

16

III*

The Eariclumt-Itemdial Programs
A#

Optional Bmmv lm^iohraont-,-onsdial Pragmas

13*

Compulsory Knr iehment-t'&m&iol
. 1*
2*

Grolda? Plan * a 2QQ-4ay school yea?
210-Day School Tear

of those piano xm then studied in relation to its
specific eharacteristios*

The purposes and objectives of

each plan were explored, and tko advantages and disadvantages
of the particular system of organisation were determined*
After this data was compiled* a critical evaluation of the
plan was sadc in an attest to detsrrdne why the plan had
failed to met with wide acceptance in the imeriean public
schools*

This evaluation was aocomrlished through an

analysis of.the advantages and disadvantages of the : ion in
relation to the student, the teacher, and the taxpayer-parent*
"From tlds analysis the investigator was able to determine
£.30re objectively how well the -lan was able to aocon Hah its
particular objectives*

It was also

os si bio to determine

whether, now problem were created through the utilisation
i

of that system of school-year organisation* and whether the
advantages of that system outweighed the possible disadvantages
associated with it*

The experienced judgement of authorities

17
witIn^. in this field was considered* and utilised in this
aspect of the pesoarch*
*v

/d‘tor.the critical analysis of all of the plans and
pro- teals, criteria yere established for the development of
a workable and acceptable plan for sehool^year extension*
This data also provided the basis for conclusions relating
to the future organisation of the inserio&n school year*

CHAFTITi III

historical m*moiw

The length of the African school year, and the
commending length of the vacation period, hare varied
considerably from one ©action of the country to another
through the yo&rs*

Early in the history of our country,

when life was largely rural, the length of the school year
vsm established according to the requirements of m agrarian

economy*

Children mm needed for farm work and the school

year was relatively short, including only the .months of late
fall and winter*

In ©one instances, special au&sse? schools

mm established tor the benefit of ilm wry young children
who mm not needed for farm work#f
In the rural areas, the teackers were not employed on
a fall-year basis*

tt®n taught during the winter months, ml

then mm engaged in farm labor during the reminder of the
year*

Ahoro the special sumacr schools were conducted.

f Rational Education Association*

( nlnoo* }

Rashiagton, D* C*

Association, 19-58*

p. 1*

Tm

The pill-Year School*

1
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mmn taaehers were usually eBployed,^
In contrast to th# rural areas, schools in tha urban
areas, luring' this
round basis.

cried, mro conducted on almost a year-

Table 1 notes the length of the school year in

a number of rmjor iimrlcan cities luring the -diVnineteenth
century period.

V
EIXJKi 02 SCHOOL IBAIi E MIEiilCAL CITES - 1840

Length of School Year

city

Baltimore
Brooklyn
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit
Now York
VMl&cleXtMa
I*

11
11
12
48
11
43
259
49
251*5

months
months
souths
weeks
months
weeks
days
weeks
days

It mat be noted, hovmvor, that there were no cojapulsory

2 National Education Association,

on, alt,

p, 1,

1
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e choo 1- at tendance lam at this time, and though the school
year In the cities averaged eleven months, the average
student attended school for less than 100 days rer year* *3
For the seventy-five years following 1840, the urban
schools gradually adjusted their school program in order to
shorten the school year and lengthen the vacation period*
however, while the school year was being node shorter, the
average students number of days of animal school attendance
was actually increasing*

This trend of increased pu; 11

attendance has persisted to the present day*
On the other hand, as Industrial!sation took hold and
the American economy shifted from rural to urban, the rural
areas gradually lengthened the school year until it
approximately conformed with the abbreviated school year in
the cities*

In 1870, the average length of the school year

in the United States was 132 days, and by 1915, mat of the
nation*a schools were being operated on the basis of a ninemonth school t®mA

There were, however, nom variations

3 u* $* Diffonbaugk# * Shorter feme* "
mill. ( September 1933 ), p* 0*
* National Education Association#

on*

School Life,
cit*

p* 2*

1
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0

from one section of the country to another.

Table 2 lists

the length of the school term in several major American cities
for the year 1915*

TABLE 2
Lsuora of the school 'YEAS m SIX A1SSICAS CITIES - 19155

City

Length of School fear

Buffalo
Chicago
Clove land
Detroit
H*s York
Philadelphia

190
193
192
191
192
195

days
days
days
days
days
days

During the period from 1918 to 1940, the length of the
school year m$ further reduced, in the cities.

In 1940, the

average length of the school year in urban areas was 101,7
days,®

in the rural areas, the average annual school tern

5 d, S, Monroe*
llesearoh,

{ 1980 e&, )

( Editor )

Encyclouodia of Educational
n Length oI^nlT1^io,roX '^‘ea -r‘»rrrn• g:..^-

b State of Minnesota, A Longer School Year.
St, Fault Dept, of Education* My, pp. l

( proc, )
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was Increased from 116*9 days In 1690, to 167,6 lays in
1940*?

Djy 1944, the national average was 175*5 days, with

state averages ranging from 186*6 days in Illinois to 148
days in Mississippi*®

Thus, during the past twenty-five

years, the school year of approximately 180 days has come to
'be the generally accepted practice in most areas*
The trends in relation to the length of the school torn
in the United States, since 1840, can he ram&rised as
follows 8

1*

The length of the school year in the urban areas

has boon gradually decreasing*

However* the average daily

attendance of students hm bean increasing.
2.

The length of the school year in the rural areas

has been increasing*
3*

The average length of the school year in the nation

as a whole has been gradually increasing*
It may thus be generally concluded that the trend,
within the United States, is toward a longer period of
animal school attendance for each student.

7 State of Minnesota.
9

8 Ibid.

pp. 1,2,

on. cit*

The increasing

pp* 1*2*

incidence of summer school program* within, the past few
yeans, would scorn to indicate that this general trend is
continuing*
The present 100-day compulsory school torn is then but
the result of a gradual evolutionary process from the
abbreviated school term of the rdd-ninetoonth century to the
nine to nine and one-half south tom, which is the general
practice today*

The investigator, in his research* found no

apparent scientific basis for the 180*day school year,

The

length of the rural school year was increased as the nation's
economy shifted from agrarian.to industrial, because great
numbers of school-age children were no longer needed for
farm work*

In the cities, the school year was abbreviated

as the result of a number of factors, among these beings
1*
school

Economy - As a result of the great increases in

enrollment,

due primarily to the enactment of

legislation making school attendance compulsory, the cost of
education was greatly increased.

In order to cut dovm

somewhat on this High cost, the school tern, was made shorter,
2*

Health of Teachers and Students - It was felt that

the health of the pupils and the teachers might bo impaired
as a result of year-round school attendance.

The rise in
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power of the labor unions, with the resultant shorter work
weak, my have boon an important factor in the ; rosontation
of tliis argument*

Later studies proved, however, that this

argument lacked validity*®
3-*

Pupil's Heed for Taoation -

It mm felt by some

authorities that the school was m artificial environment,
and therefore, it was necessary fox* the student to have a
long vacation away from the school.

Today it is generally

recognised that education is a continuous -recess, and that
it does not begin or cease according to the arbitrarily set
dates of the school calendar*
4*

feed for Teachers to Attend Smmx School - M

teaching became somewhat more of a profession, it became
necessary for many teachers to attend summer schools for
graduate credit and professional advancoment,
5*

Effects of the Croat Depression - In the 1930s

many school systems wore unable to conduct school for a full
term, and as a result many school systems further out their
school tern at that time, for purposes of economy*
.

i

® E, 3* Clogeton, " Health end Scholarship in Qmmrnr
High School, " School iovlov;, XXVII, ( December 1829 ),
pp, 780*763#
-—
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■Axon compulsory school legislation w&s first adopted,
’chore were still many children of school ag$ who wore needed
for farm work*

As a result, the suiter months were reserved

as a vacation r-eriod*

This was out another of the factors

which led to the adoption of the 180-day school year*
Today, many authorities as’guo that conditions have
changed considerably, and some wish to accelerate the
evolutionary process toward a longer school tern*

Ueehaniga-

tion has greatly lessoned the need for teen-age farm labor,
and child-labor lavs prohibit the employment of most schoolage children in industry* yet the 160-day school tern remain©
md is slow to change*

Samar# in a recent article, noted,

” It is regrettable that, in this enlightened midtwentieth century, education cannot defend the
position it has as*ua*& in regard to the length
of the school year* iO «
*

He argues that since the school year was not foundsd
upon any scientific basis, it would be advisable for
educators to conduct a research to determine the actual
number of hours and the actual number of days nseess&ry to
teach what there is to loam to our youth*

^ David 8, Samer# 11 Uhy 180 Days of School? “
The Clearing House* XXXIV* ( November 1959 }, : * 181*
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Early Sponsions of the School Year

Other educators and l®$mn questioned the advisability
of the shorter, school tana as early m 1808*

In that year

the first Church of Boston established a vacation school for
the pur oae of combatting the effects of idleness and the
influence of the city streets on children of school age#H
In 1871, a similar school vm organised in Evidence,^ and
in 1870, a .lisa Mary E* Very*® established snot iev vacation
School in Boston*

These early vacation schools were largely

organised by social workers ami philanthropic agencies, but
it wan not long before the public schools of a number of
large cities wore also, operating suwsr . rograas#
In 1835, the bewark schools^ opened a suwer school.

Clyde L* (Mem 11 The Four Charter .Plan—How
Practical in Idea? ” The teerioan School Board Journal*
CXXXIII. ( July 1956 17mrrTS*
^ State of hiimesoia*

o^* clt* p* 2*

^ barren A, Eos* * The All-Year School* M
Executive* L* ( November 1930 }, p* 121*
i4 ibid*

p* m*

The School
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and in 1097, the city of Bow York*® organised a rauaiber of
such schools#

Tho Civic Federation of Chicago*^ organised a

zwmi* school in 1897* and the following year* 1898, saw the
to ache x*3 of Buffalo providing funds and services for the
operation of

schools*^

..y 1899* twenty cities had

established s&aMP soiiooXs*-^
The early ©taswr, or vacation, schools were conducted
for social end recreational *; un-oses*
type, of ict? school enme into, being*

After 1900, t}i© acadordc
fho purpose of the

ao&detole work was of a medial nature, and was intended for
those students who had failed in a subject*

With the

ex*•"animation of the remedial &wm&r school, the possibilities
of the year-round school were first reoognlsed, and in 1904
the public schools of Blnffton, Indiana ware organised on a
Four*(Quarter Plan of operation#

This was the i oncer

■experiment in school-year extension*

In 1010* the schools of

liewarfc, Pew Jersey and Artooro, Oklshoxan organised sinii&r

Clyde U Ogdon*

on* cit*

^ State of Minnesota*
17 Ibid,

p. 2*

18 Ibid.

p, 2.

p* 19*

or>* cit*

p* 2*
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all-year schools for the purpose of accelerating student
progress*

Shortly thereafter, the Kaehville, Tennessee

public schools operated on a 13~ month acceleration plan#
In the immiijsm the era? school was growing at a
rapid rate*

In 1912, a study conducted by the lucsell Sago

Foundation revealed that 141 cities wore conducting vacation
schools*^, and three years later, in 1916, the United States
Office of Education reported that elementary sunder schools,
of four to twelve weeks duration, wore being conducted in
211 cities,20
The subject of the- all-year school was the object of
iaueh discussion and debate during both world wars, and the
years Mediately thereafter*

During the 1930s, the schools

of Aliquippa, Pennsylvania wore operated on a Pour-Quarter
Han, for reasons of economy, for a period of ten years*
The Alinuippa experience has com to be noted as one of the
outstanding experiments in school-year extension*
between 1924 and 1931, and again between the years of
1947 and 1963, when building costs and the school population
were rising at an astounding rate, the subject of school-year

^ warren A* Hoe,
Clyde L, Ogden,

op, elt«
op, cit,

p, 121,
p. 19,
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extension was revived.

Recent years have seen considerable

study of this educational issue by numerous states and
individual communities*

Also, a new concept in school-year

extension, which many feel holds much promise, has been
developed since Vorid War II.

This is the summer-enrichment

type program, fihich is designed to add to the student’s
educational experiences, and, in some cases, to provide for
an inservice professional improvement program for the
teachers.
School Year in Other Countries
In a study of the historical background of the problem
of school-year extension, there is one major question which
arises during the research.

That is, how does the American

practice in relation to the length of the compulsory school
term compare with that of other technologically advanced
nations?

Because of widely divergent educational philosophies

and objectives, it is difficult to compare the school year
of other countries with that of the United States.

However,

it is interesting to note how we do compare with other nations
in this respect*

Table 3, on the following page, lists the

average length of the school year in a number of countries,
including the United States*

TABLE 3

Country

Cferrany
Sweden
USSR •
Indie
France
Italy
England
Mm Zealand
3unaa
United States

Average length of School Year-

240
234
210-231
220
210-215
180-216
200
200
200
180

days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days

*

In the Soviet Union, the tearloan twelve-year
course is condensed into ten years* Thus, the number of
hours of Instruction, for the complete educational course,
is approximately the same in hath countries* The Soviet
schools acco»lish this by holding c-asses six days a
week for a total of 210 to 230 days a year.
It should also be noted that in the Soviet Union
out of school tim is not free time, as it is in this
country, and all vacation periods, and such tim, are
utilised for athletics and work activities.

“ State of Minnesota,

on* cit.

pp. 12-13,

the zooum vmmas

The first general category of plane for the extension
of the school year is that of the plans which are organised
primarily to effect greater economy in school organisation#
dith the recent increases in public school enrolIroenta and
the rising costs of new school const ruction, plans of this
tjr-e have been given increased consideration by educational
authorities*

The

Quarter Plan is the best known

example of these financially-motivated system of organisation,
and will be considered first, since it is also the basis for
several of the more recent proposals of this type#
The Four-Quarter Flan
The first known public school system to adopt a plan
of this type was the city of Bluffton, Indiana*

From 1901

to 1918t the schools of that city were operated on this plan
of school-year organisation#
basic Characteristics of the Flan -

The unique feature

of this rlan is its system of rotating attendance, whereby
only 75 percent of the students are in attendance during any
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given quarter of cite year.

Today* the primary corrida nation

behind this plan is financial, although, before the present
critical school-housing shortages, it was also advocated and
used for pur osee of remedial work, and to promote the more
efxaeiiro use of school tine.

A description of a typical

quarter-plan in operation is as follows:
1.

Three-fourths of the students arc in school at all

tines, and one**fourth of all the students are on vacation all
of the tine,
sections.

f&eh grade is divided into four near-equal

Three-fourths of the students in that grade are

in school at a given time, &M one-fourth of the students in
that grade ait on vacation#

Tima, the plan Involves starting

one section in school eve 17 three month*, and • lacing one
section on vacation every three ssonths*

Only one-fourth of

the students in each grade would thereby be at the saao point
in their studios at any one tfcae,

Table 4, an the fol owing

page, illustrates what flight be a typical arrangement of
rotating attendance periods, with the four-quarter system of
school-year organisation.
Actual ly, the Four-Quarter Plan involves the division
of each school into four schools, which all start at different
times, graduate at different times, and have examinations and

TABLE 4
czaMimicii of a m ical fobs- missa , lab

Section

A
3

c

0

Period of Attendance

Vacation Period

Aovember - July
February - October
May - January
August - April

august - October
lovtmber - January
February - April
May - July

-

*

A-

vacations at different tlnos*

Theoretically, the plan would

effect a 33 1/3 percent eoonoisy in so far as the capital
out lay for new buildings is concerned, because one* third
more pupils could he accomodated in a given number of

classrooms*
2#

The plan, in most instances, also assumes that all

•teachers will teach twelve months, with approximately two to
two and ono-half weeks of vacation#

Since all teachers

would teach twelve months, and only three-fourths of the
students would be in attendance at any one tin®, the schools
could theoretically overrate with only three-fourths of the
teachers which are presently needed#

Thus, the teacher

shortage night be somewhat alleviated, and the necessity of

employing unqualified porn oca© 1 right be lessened*

Also,

since teachers mild teach twelve months instead of nine or
nine and one-half months* it would be possible for them to
receive an annual salary increase of approximately 20
net Sxperionces with the Man -

or cent

Due to its economy

factor* the Fcmr^*biairier Man was adopted by a number of
oomunlties? between the years of 1910 and 1930*

During the

late 1920b, two of the outstanding experls&nts with th®
plan wore conducted, almost simXt&neously, in the schools
of ^abridge and Aliquippa, Penmylvanla*

These neighboring

cities lie on opp osite bailee of the Ohio Fiver* a short
distance above IMttshnrgh*
In the late 1920s, the area underwent a period of
rapid industrial growth, and as a result, both cities found
their schools overcrowded, and their sources of revenue
depleted to a point where any nm construction was impossible
In Aliquip-pa, during a period of twenty years, the
school population had skyrocketed from 114 pupils in 1907,
to 0600 pupils in 1927*b

The school authorities felt that a

b n The Twelve-Month School loan Will It Solve Your
building Problems? * • School ilanagement, I* ( Sept# 1937 )

p* 22#

-
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double-session plan would bo undesirable, since the student’s
tliic in school would be decreased by approximately 30 . orcent*
They felt that tho Four-Charter All-Year

itm would be the

preferable alternative, since it provided for arr roxlnatoly
the same aiaount of im-tructiCKoal time as the conventional

130-lay cession*

Thus, in September 103?,. the Allcuippa

schools began operation of the Four-'garter Il&n of 5dhool
year organisation*
Some of the raajor fillings, which resulted from the
Aliquippa experience* have been stmarlsed in the writings
of two af the mn who alministered the
those years, L* 3*

rogram there during

alson- and 11* St* TonftevvliaeS, as followst

% School lanagemont*

on, alt*

pp*. 23-25, 83-84*

® H* II* 7andersHco*

14 Tho All-Year School in Aliquipp**

Pennsylvania.* * Elementary School Journal*
i April 1930), ^rvr^zmf——~
E* B* Yanderslioe*

XXX*

w five Year’s Exrerianoo with tho

All-Year School* * Elementary School Journal*
( December 1933 }* pp#",,3®-"SS&*

XXXX7*

E* E* Vandorslioc* * Yhat to Tam Learned in 10
Years of Year-Round School* w U* S* Lews and world Report*
aLIII* ( August 2f 1957 ), pp* YCT1
“
-

SB
1#

The Four- lu&riar Plan solved the problem of

facilities fa,:* both the secondary and the eler-mtary schools
la Aiiquippa*

2*

The savins effected through the utilisation of

the plan mm estimated at approximately $ 40,000 annually*'^
3.

There was no conclusive data m to a om^&ricon

of pupil achievement under the quarter- lan* as chared to
the traditional ISO-dry school year*

4*

The attendance records for the four quarters

showed a variation of not mm than 1 percent#
5*

There was no evidence that the all-year program

interfered with student health*
6*

The teachers mm given the option of a nine or a

fewolve-nonth contract*

Most chose to teach the t*?elte~rso&tfc

term, end they mm granted a three months raise in annual
salary*

However* the Allquippa Board of Education felt that

a slight cut, 5

recent, in their monthly rate was permissible*

This me Justified on. the basis that the nine-iaonth contract

A n Tear-hound Schools - hn Idea That13 Coming lack*
Mm and world report* XLIf* ( Larch 1, 1957 )f
mmC-

n
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called for a airier rate of pay ‘because of a lack of Income
during the three wwmv months*

( Teachers today, in

arguing against school-year extension, are quick to point
out this a!arming

-^ocedent set by the All<julypa schools. }

The teachers were also aliened, after they had accumulated
fire years sic': leave, to take a three month vacation with
full pay*
7*

The possible acceleration of

students could

ha strictly controlled by the school authorities*
8.

The administrative difficulties, inherent with the

o- oration of such a anagram, ware not insurmountable*
9*

The greatest otv-osition to the r lan came iron

parents, ( approximately 5 percent } vshose vacation plans were
upset*

The ‘majority of the families cooperated with the plan.

10*

During the sunsasr, classes were dismissed when the

tas-e nature reached 90 degrees*

However, this did not result

in the loss of any appreciable amount of instructional time*
It was concluded that the suimm? heat was not a significant
factor in the successful operation of the plan.
In a recent article. Dr* B* R. f&ndersllee# the
i

*

k

4

superintendent who organised the Four-Quarter ; lan in
Allquip;«, stated, * It ( the FoinvQuarter Plan ) is not
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universally adaptable*
L*

V*

neither Is it universally unadaptable^ *

•’•Heon, ti e an; arintendont who succeeded

Voders lice, stated,
w k'g will not return to the year-round plan except
in an emergency because we fool that the
disadvantages of the plan growing cut of our
experience with it outweigh the advantages to
such m extent that m would not be justified
in considering it again* & "
In another article, Wilson concluded,
n There a,re,no doubt, places where the fourquarter plan could be utilised as a temporary
or omn. permanent plan where the classroom
shortage is acute, However, it seeing to m,
after ten years1 experience with the fourquarter plan, that it is none reasonable to
consider it as a temporary or 1 stop-gap 1
measure which permits a full-tlas educational
program in a rapidly growing cornual ty until
such a tine as classroom space can be provided
for all pupils*^ **
t

In 1988, the organisation of new school districts,
within the original Aliquippa district, and the loss of
certain local industries, caused the student population to
droi to a point where the staggered-vacation system was no

5 Zanders .lice,

n What One Tom Learned, M

® School hanagen&nt,

on* cit,

on* cit* p« 51.

pp* 22-25, 82-84,

^ Horace C* H&rtselX# I! The Twelve-Month School, *
g» A* S* S* P, Bulletin. XXXVII* ( December 1953 ), pp*. 18-33*
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loader necessary.

At that time the Four* Quarter Man was

abandoned, and the schools were reorganised on a 180*day term#
The abridge schools were organised on the FourCharter Man a year alter the Aliquippa schools. In 1928*
The principal results of the abridge experience with the
quarter-plan were recounted in an article by 11* S* Irons0,
a principal in Abridge at that time, as follows t
1*

The FoujvQoarfcep I lan solved the problem of

facilities in the ^abridge schools*
2*

The annual cost rer mv 11 was lowered somewhat.

The deeretse amounted to $ 10 per pupil in grade 8, and

,

$ 6*14 in grades 7, 8

and 9#

( He data was given for other

grades# )
3*

Pupil achievement, under the all-year plan, was

slightly better than under the conventional system of schoolyear organisation*
4*

The percentage of attendance was slightly better

during the mmm? months*

There were,

from school of students going to work*

;aweverf mm dropouts
This was attributed

to the effects of the .Depression*

® B# S* Irons* * Utilising Buildings and Instructional
Tutorials 12 Aonths Annually* " The American School Board
Journal* UXWIII, { harch mrTTfv^W-TBi-—
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5*

The health of the students was mint allied as

satisfactory during the operation of the all-year plan#

Thor©

was no difference In student health, m compared to the
conventional 100-day school year*
G*

There was little, or no, change in the health status

of the teachers working under this i lan*

Fifty-four of the

65 teachers involved considered the now plan a success.
7*

-lore pupils could get into the vocational courses.

8.

The reorganisation of the school every three souths

was an administrative disadvantage*
9*

The most troublesome phase of the plan was the

problem of vacations.

There.was little for the students to

do during the winter vacation.

The pupils did have an

opportunity to give their preference in regard to their
vacation schedule, yet only 7 percent of the students did bo,
1.0*
I

There were few complaints, or difficulties,
y

encountered because of the- summer heat.
lu A. Smith, the Amhridge Superintendent of Schools,
sm&e this comment, concerning the Four-Quarter lion,
“ The plan was extremely difficult to administer,
unpopular with the atrona, and discontinued as
soon as a mm building was completed.^ ”

^ Hartso11.

op. cit.

pp* 10-33*
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The all-year school In Aabrldge was abandoned in 103u«
a

The brief review of the tobridge and Allquippa
experiences with the Fourwfturtar Piaa has served to
illustrate how this plan has been operated, and its effects,
in the /auerioan public schools*

Other cities have tried the

plan fox' shorter period* of time, among these have boom
Albuquerque,, how Mexico
A&trilio, Terns
Bayonne, how Jersey
Bluffton, Indiana
Gh&taaooga, Tennessee
El I mof ' Texas
live loth, Minnesota
Gary, Indiana
Macon City, Iowa
Minot, North Dakota
Omaha, ilobmska
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Newark, How Jersey and Kashvilie, Tennessee are often
cited as having notable experience with the Four*Sartor

Im»

However, the plan, as operated in those cities, was so
organised as to

rovl&e for student acceleration,

regard for operational economy*

/1th little

Thus, these cases must be

placed in a different category, and they will be treated at
another point in this study#

Current Status of the ' lan -

-ith the coming of the

econo; do depression'In 1929, interoat in the Four^C^aarter
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Han waned, and by 1030, only &lx cities had schools organised
on this system.

In 1950, only the city of Cimtanooga,

Tennessee had schools o orating on the quarto replan*

Three

of that city1® twelve high schools were so organised,

A

survey ^ in 1952, conducted by tire Education iieaearch
Service of the American Association oi School Adninistrators,
revealed that there were bo American

ubiic schools currently

operating on the- fou^» Quarter Flaiu
In the middle and late 1953s, as a result of the
growing crises in school-housing and finance, interest in the
plm was revived, end a mmbor of notable studies were
conducted by various agencies*

The Unitod States Chamber of

Comomo adopted a resolution favoring this plan, and the
Governors * Council at $illiaiaalmrgf Virginia, in 195?,
adopted a proposal encouraging further study of the FourQuarter rl&n as a possible solution to current educational

problem*
Fast experience with the quarter-plan was largely
unsuccessful because of the disadvantages posed by its
system of staggered vacations*

This was borne out in the

U* St Bom and Acrid He port#

ov. olt#

p* 32*
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results of the Jtabridge and Aliquippa experiences#

All of

the exties that ever tried the plan eventually abandoned it,
let, the plan today has a m&aber of new supporters#, they
claim that the system of staggered vacations was never
really given & fair trial, and that today conditions have
changed, with more families taking vacations during the
winter, fall, or spring seasons*

They also state that the

schools are net doing an adequate 3oh with the alow learner
and the gifted student*
for ramdI&X work#

Present schools are organised only

the Four*Charter Flan would aid the slow

learner and the gifted student by enabling then to attend
school for a longer period of tine mm year*

these present-

day proponents of the quarteF-plan also abate that the schoolhousing shortage is growing mors acute, and since the quarterplan is the only means of alleviating the problem of classroom
shortages, people will soon com to accept it through
necessity, if for no other reason.
The result of all this has been that a number of
communities have restudisd the old Four-Quarter Plan with an
eye to adapting it to mot current educational needs.

Sons

of these studies are listed on the following pages, with
brief notations as to some of the important results and
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conclusions*
X*

Atlanta, Georgia 1957 -

The -Ian has certain

advantages* however, the disadvantagen far outweigh them#
In the long m, the plan will not save money, because the
savings in ca; ital outlay will ho overbalanced by greatly
increased expenses in instructional services, sminteaanoo,
transportation, and aiivoonditioning**!
1#

Dallas, Tmm

3#

Davidson County, Tennessee 1958 -

Too many

disadvantages in the plaa*^
4*

Fairfield, Coimacticut 1958 -

effect a savings of I 81,900 -or year,

The plan would
however, it was

rejected because the social and adadnlstmtlvo disadvantages
outweighed the eeononie advantages*^*
S*

Houston, Terns

8*

Jacksonville, Florida -

a School

The local school board

££* cit*

12 Time*. ” All-Year Cure-All? ”
( March 10, 1958 ), p* 67*

pp* 22*25, 68-84.*

Time.

IXQt

American School Board Journal# n Oppose 12-Month
1 lan# a ?ho American School Board Journal, ' SXXXXI,
{ to bruary TSST^
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favored adoption of the pim* however, state officials

rejected it#**
7*

Long Seaofa* California 19S1

B*

'Los &Bgi$lQ$0 California 1904

study in 1934 ) *

{ also an earlier

There mm too many disadvantages in the

plan, and its economies mm mm apparent than real#

The

operation of the schools, with the ^uartei^plan, would
actually cost mm* because of increased costs of instruction,
mintonanee, ana traacpoxlation#

She Los Angeles report also

stated,
* The very fact that the schools are an integral
part of the social, business and industrial
eosnrauaity, means that they cannot deviate in
their operation from the trends and practices
established ly the larger order#
«
9#

Hilmukee, Wisconsin 1954 -

The plan was rejected

because no satisfactory solutions had been found to overcome
past criticisms of the plan*
10*

.inaeapolia, Minnesota

~~ U* $* Item and World Import,

or# eit*

^ Los Angeles City School Districts*

p* 33* *

The All-Year
Sdiool* A report by tho committee to study the.all-year"
icIiboX* Los Angeles: the Districts, 1954* from p# 2 of
rdmeographed reproduction of ch* 13, * Educational Implications. a
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11*

Redwood City, California 1947

12*

Oaommt^ California

13*

San Diop, California

14*

San Mateo Oorntf, California 1951 -

Double-

sessions mm preferred to the Four-'•Quarter Fla®.*®
15*

State of Florida 1957 -

The savings in the plan

arc largely theoretical*

In order to naintain a full and

satisfactory educational

rogram, a largo school is necessary*

Tans, the plan, is not adaptable to the Florida situation*1?
16#

State of Minnesota 1958 -

Because of the great

number of disadvantages in the plan,, it should be considered
only as a texaporary expedient which right be used in a large
school systM*^

Harry A* Fosdick* * All-Year Schools .Are 0*K* - But
hot on the spartar Plan* * California Teachers Association
Journal* XLYXXX* ( March lOlSSTJ7""W*
-1? State of Florida* Tiro All-Year School* A Study of
the Advantages aid Disadvantage "of ’Jffier'Welve-,loath Han for
t iO Operation of the Public Schools of Florida* Tallahassee:
Department of Education, April 1957# pp# 8-10#
^ State of UUuuaota* A lenper School Year* ( proc# }
llesoarch * reject # 12* St* PauTi DepafSSSnt oTTducation,
1958* p* 8*
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17*

’tate of South Carolina -

Governor Tliraernoa* in

his annual mss&go to the State Aaao&bly* roces^aded a study
of the :: lan as a solution to the state *s school problem*

."•Ians wore mile for the aatablishsaant of an o^psrlemital
school whore the plan would be studied in o;oration*
iye -with the oouu'unitios #u> experimented with the allyear four-sartor flan, the results of all of tho studios
were substantially the same*

flat ie# tho quarter-plan wan

rejected because of tho disadvantages associated with it*
In arriving at an objective evaluation of this plan,
it is necessary to consider the pro -osed advantage and the
disadvantages of this syatea of organisation*
listed*. and briefly discussed*

Those will bo

then tho rtsults will ho

raaaariscid in chart fom> whereby the merits and disadvantages
of tho plan my readily ;jo soon in relation to the student*
the teacher, and-the taxpayer-pax^nt#
frouosed Advantages of the Plan
1*
effected*

A greater economy of school operation would be
This was bo me out In the Amhridge and Aliqulppa

experiences*

l'J

U, S*

However, Bom who have recently studied tho plan

Mm$

and ./orId import*

or>* cit*

p* 34*

so
claim fiat the savings effected by it aro not as groat as

they might seen to he in theoiy*

It is generally conceded

that in order to maintain an adequate ouucation&X program
and effect mximm economy, a large school is required*. The
Florida study suggested that the miniaim simn of schools
required fox* effective mi efficient operation under tha
quarter-plan ares

eleagntaiy - 720 pupilsj

school -* 1600 pupils|
2#

junior high

and senior high school - 2400 pupils#?®

The reduction in. the number of teachers needed

would reduce the need for employing teachers who are not
fully qualified*3»

The salary status of teachers would he improved

through the 12-iconth contract offered with the quartoivplan*
i,“any educators feel that the only way for teachers to achieve
full professional and improved economic status, is through
a longer school year*
4*

Teachers would have an O'-gortmiity to attend

regular college sessions by taking a leave of absence for a
quarter* and thus avoid the crowded si^uar-eoliool classes*
Of course, this particular advantage would offset the

2$ State of Florida*

or* elt»

pp* 5*6*
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teacher’s gain in salary status, listed in the treceding
item*

The ultimate answer to this problem ox professional

growth nay lie in the organisation of more desirable systems
of sabbatical leave, or in the organisation of more extension
courses and on improved program of inservice training*
5.

Students would have a 'better opportunity to make

up work lost by any period of extended absence*

This could

be accomplished by having the student attend classes for an
extra quarter*

This would certainly be feasible, and

educationally desirable*

However, such a procedure, if

followed in any great number of cases, right disrupt the
evenly balanced four sections of students, and cause
overcrowding of sods classes*
6*

Students might bo none easily accelerated or

retained, with the unit of tine being the quarter rather than
the semestor or full year.

Thus, the needs of both the slow

learner and the gifted student might be more readily not*
however, as was indicated in the preceding item, the shifting
of any numbers of students night create unbalanced sections,
and thus cause considerable administrative difficulty*
7*

A none flexible time allottment for courses on the

secondary level could be worked out under the quarter-plan*
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The present curriculum is in need of revision*

Some courses

need'more time for instruction than is presently allowed for.
Other courses do not need the full year, or full semestor,
that is presently allotted to them,

Aore short elective

courses night be developed to enrich the students educational
experience.
S*

There would be less competition, on the part of the

older students, for summer jobs, since only 25 percent of the
students would be on vacation at that tine.

Also some

students would be available for certain seasonal jobs at
other times of the year.

This would bo an advantage to the

students, and to business and industry as well, since they
could plan for employee vacations at times other than during
the uxmmv months*
9*

A child would enter school at the beginning of the

quarter nearest to his sixth birthday.

This would result in

a more nearly homogeneous ago grouping in each section.
10*

Since only 25 .ercent of the student population

would be on vacation at any one time, certain typos of gang
activities might be curtailed.

The organised gangs night

be disbanded through the assignment of their members to
different vacation quarters.

Pur-oaeft Disadvantages of the
1*

Ian

The public* refuses to accept the plan because of

interference with family vacation schedules*

In Ambridge

and Allquippa* and in all of the cases where the plan was
studied* this wan listed as the quarter*plan’s chief
drawback*

The problem is aggravated in cases where the

children in a family are assigned to different vacation
periods,

hot all families take vacations, but all are

affected by the problem of having their children at how on
vacation at different times of the year.

The only possible

solution to this would be to allow families a free choice
of the vacation period for their children.

This was da no in

^abridge* yet only 7 percent of the families took advantage
of it*
Such a free choice of vacation periods night work cut
quite satisfactorily, but it night alec create new problesau
for ©x&iaple, what would the school administrator do if too
many students chose a certain vacation perlodt How would ho
then mlntain the even balance between the four sections,
without creating antagonism among sere of the parents?
3o«ical3yf this is the chief objection to the staggered
attendance system.

The tradition to be overcome, in this
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instance, 1$ one that is deeply rooted, the corner vacation*
2*

There would be a problem of changeover from the

present 180*day school year*

In initiating the quarter-plan.

Bom students would have to start with a six north vacation,
while others would start with a vacation quarter, a quarter
in school, and then another vacation quarter*.
In so far at: the writer can determine, there is no
satisfactory solution to this situation*

k start must be

made at norm point if the program is to be adopted*

Ambrldge

and Alinuippa failed to report any particular problems
arising from this situation*
3*

Once a student is enrolled in a certain section,

with a definite vacation period, It is extremely difficult
to change the sequence of attendance *

To do so would requix*e

a six-rsonth vacation period, or more than nine months of
continuous attendance*

In areas whore there are a number of

transfer or transient students, this would become a serious
problem*

The only way in which it might be resolved would

bo through having all of the nation’s schools organised on
the four-barter Plan*
»•>

4*

The student’s tine is wasted, to a considerable

degree, by having to adjust to new classmates, teachers, and
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schedules every three months*
5*

There sd^ht bo an increase in truancy and

delinquency, since 25 percent of the pupils would always be
cn vacation#

There night be a tendency for those in school

to be te.ipted to be truant, in order to associate with their
friends who slight be on vacation*
This problem did not materialise in the hmbri&ge and
iliquippa experiences*

A study conducted in the all-year

schools of Newark, lm Jersey, indicated that there was loss
juvenile mischief mong the students attending the a.l -year
schools in the louer-ccononic areas, as compared with the
students from the same areas who did net attend the all-year

schools**^
0,

There would, be little for the pupils to do during

the winter vacation period*
This objection is not always necessarily valid*
are

10m

There

students who would prefer such winter activities as,

hunting, skiing, and skating*

For the other students, well

organised aowRanltgr recreation program sight be the answer*

^ W. Farrand and ?* 0f5hea* * The All Year Schools
in Newark, hew Jersey* w School and Society* XXIXI*

( April 10, 1926 ),

r* 465;
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7#

The 75

of the students who attend school

during the summer months would not be able to participate
in the programs of such coE&uv-ity agencies as the T'JiCA,
YfCA, Girl Scouts, and Boy Scouts, whose programs are
especially active during the uum&v months*

Also, many of

the students who might wish to attend summer camps, would be
prevented
8*

doing so,
Class activities, and all extr e~curricula?

activities, would be hampered because 25 percent of all of
i

the students would not be in school at any given point during
the school year.
A possible answer to this problem might bo in making
provision for students to participate in such activities
luring their vacation quarters, if they so desire.

In the

states of Minnesota and Iowa, this has been the practice for
several years in relation to the interscholastie baseball
program*

Because cf unfavorable weather conditions in the

late c ring, in those areas, competition is interscholastic
baseball takes place during a portion of the rummer vacation
period.
9,

• burner study is more difficult because of the heat,

and, as a result, student health and achievement might bo

5?
seriously affected*
This is m

often voiced 'ey those who oppose

any form of sehool-yoar extension*

Tot, in view of the data

available from the experiments in Abridge, Aliriuippa, and
other sources, this argument would stem to lack any basis in
fact*

In the first two instances cited, there was no

evidence of any detrimental effect upon the health of
students, or teachers*

In Anbridgt, student achievement

during the summer quarter was slightly better than during
*

the other quarters* and in Aliquippa# there was no
significant difference in student achievement during the
various quarters*

A special study of student scholarship

and health at Garfield iirji School, in Terre Haute, Indiana,
indicated that both student achievement and health were
better during the maser tem,^

a group of tlemrk, Hew

Jersey physicians, who made a study of the children In the
all-year schools of that city, reported,
* Children attending the all-year school are in
better condition at the beginning of the fall

H
Health and Scholarship in Su
^2 E* B* Clogston
r
High School* rt School He vie??, XZXSTII# ( December 1929 ),
pp. 7GG-7S3*
~~
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term than those children who have remained in
the city without attending school**^3 u
10*

The spreading of enroltesnts over four quarters

would make it difficult to maintain classes in certain
subjects where enrollments are ©inteal* even under the
semester plan,, e* g*, Latin* advanced foreign languages,
i

trigonometry, and physios*
In a small school, this would pose a problem, hut not
one that would be insurmountable*

y offering the subject

only twice a year, instead of four ttess, the sim of the
classes would be increased, and all of the students would
still have an opportunity to enroll in the course*

The

adjustment of vacation schedules for college preparatory
students, or allowing a student to pursue such a course during
his vacation period, and thus offering the course only once
during the year, are other possible solutions to this
particular problem*

Tim reorganisation of classes every three months

11*

would create certain administrative problem fox’ the
individual teacher*
, *
»

*

i <!»»»*>«—*wt4>iinw ii«**nini*»*w.i>Mi«iwiH»

There would be more record-keeping and
*

tjmttmtf

Bertha Y. liebb.
Advantages. *

" All-Year Schools Have - any

School Ilfs.

Till.

( l!ay 1023 ), p. 198.
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rapetHBork for the toaoUor.
So® teachqvq already complain of excessive
•flidnistrativ* detail in relation to tiioii* classroom duties,
aad this ;. rohlem would be aggravated by the o\e ration of the
/

pwartcr-plan*

Cue possible Means of overcoming this situation

is through the utilisation of teacher-assistants#

Scm

schools have already experimented with such a plant
12#

The task of securing teachers would be mm

difficult#
i

This objection is also often cited by the opponents of
the extended school-year, and it was r;eeIfio&Xly mentioned
*

in a recent article by tlrs# Constance In in, a cast ■.resident
of the National Education Association*

hrs* Irwin claimed

that r:ary email fie 2 per cons would be discouraged from entering
the profession by the prospect of having to teach for a full
y©a*«2d The writer does not believe that the facts would
warrant such an assumption*

In Ambridge and Aliquippa, the

greater -majority of the teachers elected to teach the yearround, with the accompany lag raise in salary*

Also, in

«'

24 Constance Invia et.

a!,

" lear-Cound School ivogrm*
i.atloaai Klnoation Association Journal. XL?. { .eb. 1956 ),
*

GO
cossjuaitiea where teachers are employed on a voluntary
basis, thero is approximately a 30
participation in the program*

• ereent

Superintendent of "choola

J, Lhbrcr, of Glencoe, Illinois* stated that one of the
reason* why the program was initiated there, wee the fact
that there ran a critical shortage of qualified teachers,
duo to m inadequate salary schedule*®

Today* nith year*

round e?jqloyiacmt, and higher salaries,, there is a long
uniting hist of teachers who have applied for positions in
the Glencoe schools*
13*

harried womn to sobers, with children, would find

it difficult to teach for the full 12-uonth tom*
In earlier experience* with the quarter-plan, the
13-month contract was riade optional*

Thus, married women

with children were able to tales vacations during the tom
quarter as did their children, on! no particular dif Icultiao
were encountered in this respect*

14*. 'There in- a possibility that teachers may not bo
able to held nt under the strain of teaching for a full year,
without the benefit of a different activity during the

® Constance Irvin ct* al*

or* cit*
**..M»*wiw**

.
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vacation period*
Llany educators would dispute this argument*

As was

mentioned earlier, it is generally felt that teachers, in
order to enjoy full professional status, must work for a
full year as do the members of other professions.

It seems

difficult to justify the position taken by tom teac iers who
claim that their profession requires 14 to 16 weeks of
annual vacation.

Though there is little actual data

available, experiences with the fonjvQuarter flan, and other
systems requiring year-round employment of teachers, do not
seam to indicate that the teacher*s health is adversely
affected by the elimination of the long summer vacation.
Until it can be proved that the teaching profession is unique
in-its vacation requirements, this argument cannot bo
considered as valid,
15*

The theoretical savings in the plan would be

largely nullified, because scheduling problems would occur in
all but the largest schools.
a.

In elementary schools there would have to be

four sections of each grade, and in a small school it would
therefore be necessary for some teachers to teach either throe
different sections of one grade, each with a different degree
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of advancement, • or throe sections in two or more different
grades*

'The only way to eliminate this condition would be

to organise classes which are less than capacity else*

This,

however, would drastically reduce the savings effected by the
quarter-plan*
In order for an elementary school to achieve the full
theoretical saving® of the plan, the school would have to
have 21 rooms for grades K to 6, with approximately 120 pupils
per grade,

k possible means of solving this problem in the

small school, while still taking advantage of the economy of
the plan, would be to designate some schools for grades K to
1, others for grades 2 to 3, and so on.

This, however, would

eliminate the educationally desirable neighborhood elementary
school, since some children would have to travel to other
uarti of the city to attend classes, depending upon their
grade placement#
b*

The problem of scheduling classes would be

even more difficult in the secondary school.

In order to

maintain four maximswdse sections in each course, a large
secondary school would be required*

A® was noted in the

Florida study, a junior high school of 1500 students and 50
teachers would be necessary, and in the senior high school.
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2400 students and BO teachers would be required**® The
recent report on the African high school by James 3, Conant
indicates that only a snail percentage of ta&rloan high
schools meet these requirements*
Those disadvantages of scheduling are probably one of
the most serious arguments against the Four-Charter

lan.

In the typical small school, either the educational i rogram
would suffer, or the economies of the plan would be- .largely
null!fled*

The only possible solution would seem to be in

the reorganisation of schools and school districts, in order
to

revide the large schools necessary for the economical

ororation of this plan#
16#

humorous administrative problems are inherent in

the O' oration of the four-quarter all-year’school plan#

year*

a#

1;ration of transient pupils

b*

Iroblem of transfer pupils

o9

Iroblem of holding graduation four tines a

In Allquippa, only two annual graduations were held

State of Florida#

o£* cit.

pp* 5-6.

^ James B# Conant# The American Sigh School Today
Hew Yorks MeGraw^llill Book Gomp'&ny,' 1636. pp.'1 o7-3B, *"
Appendix 6#
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in order to overcome the problem associated with multiple
graduations*
&♦

Problem of now teacher orientation

e*

1 roblcia of additional clerical work

Mminiatrative problems of this type are definitely
hindrances to the smooth operation of the school*

However,

they must not be used as excuses to prevent or delay the
adoption of nm educational procedures*

Thus, if the

quarter-plan, or any other plan, were found to bo education¬
ally desirable, it would be the task of the school administrator
to find the mmm of overcoming any administrative difficulties
created by the adoption of such a plan*

The Aiiquippa

experience indicated that the administrative problems
involved in the quarter-plan were not insurmountable* -The
investigator concludes that administrative -problem* in
thorns elves* are not a sufficient reason for the discarding
or the rejection of any educational program.
17*

The cost of teaching cervices, clerical help, and

auxiliary school services would be increased*
Information from tobri&ge and Allquippa would indicate
that despite the increase in operational costs* the savings
*

with the quarter-plan would still bo substantial*

In regard

to this quo*tloo, it might be argued that it Is bettor to
spend money. for increased teacher salaries, than for bricks
and mortar*
18*

Tf

The maintenance of the school riant would ho mono
$t-

'

difficult with the schools operating for a full 12^months*
Cleaning and repair fould have to bo dona at night, or on
weekends, at overtime rates*
Few industries could afford the luxury of organising
production schedules for the convenience of the mistenanos
department.

Schools may not be in the same category as

industrial slants, but they are a '■•art of the nation's
largest business*

Cm has only to note the schools share

of the local tax do I m to verify this point*

Therefor©,

the schools must operate on somewhat of a business-like
basis*

Major repair work could he done during the brief

sumer vacation, during the Christmas vacation, or eventagg*
regular custodial work could be carried on by persons
empired at regular rates on a SiOO FM to lit00 HI shift*
This is already a commn practice in the schools of many
largo cities*
In Aliqulppa, no effort was imde to organise new
maintenance schedules, and as a result, the buildings did
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fall into a state of disrepair,
4M

19.

^

The coat of student transportation would bo

increased* • This would be inevitable because theI school
busses would be o* orating for a full l^mntbs, and would
probably bo carrying fewer students per trip*
20*

A final objection to the Four- Barter Plan, which

has only recently boon, presented* is the fact that our
school-housing problem is growing store acute with each
passing yo&r* and ttiat within ten years vie will need far taore
classrooms than wo do today*

Thus, if m adopt the four-

Quarter 1 lan. it will only be a temporary esculent at boot*
For what will we do ten years iron now, when there will not
m enough classroom space for all students, even under a
system of staggered attendance?

Also, may buildings in use

today-have been long obsolete, and in the near future many
more will become obsolete*

These factors will servo to make

the situation in the future even more critical*
Since this will soon be th© case, it is argued that
all efforts should bo concentrated on the erection of now
facilities, rather than on reorganising the schools on mim
plan of staggered attendance*

TABLE 5

Mvmt&gm

1* letter ov>portunltjr for
mke^up work
2. Slow learners could 'bo
more easily retained, or
could at tone! school for m
extra tern
Gifted students omM be
mm easily accelerated, or
they could attend school for
an extra quarter to enrich
their urogram
3*

4, More elective short
courses would m available
to tho student

Disadvantages

1* Change over from present
schedule would -stake for an
excessively long vacation
period for some students
2* Difficult to change
vacation sequence once started
3.#

Problem of transfer pupils

4* basted tlm in reorganising
classes every three months
6. lack ox suitable activities
during the fall and winter
vacation periods

5* lew competition for
vacation jobs

6# Many students could not
participate in summer
recreation program or
easing activities

6* Child would enter school
at beginning of quarter
nearest his sixth birthday,
thus ho would be with a none
nearly homogeneous age group

?* Some students might be
deprived of opportunity to
participate in extra*
curricular activities
8* In some areas, sumer
study night prove difficult
because of excessive heat
9, Educational program in
small schools sight be curtailed

TABLE 0

mimx

of shs mmnms m mmmms of the
F<H&* bJAHTBB FIJI 15 BEL&TX« TO THE TEAC. J&KS

J&vantigeo

1*

Improved mi&vf states

2* Improved professional
status”
3*

0;v ortmiity to attend

regular college classes by
taking a leave of absence
for one quarter

Disadvantages

1# Reorganisation of classes
every three xaonths
2* Less opportunity for
professional growth through
msamt study and educational
travel
3* lack of opportunity for
the orientation of new
teacuers
4. Lack of opportunity for
re-school and • ost-school
planning
5* home teachers would have
to teach a number of different
subjects, or grades
6* Problem of securing
substitute teachers for those
who cannot teach for the full
12*taonths

TA3LE 7

Mvantagos

1* Greater ooonoit/ of school
operation through a reduction
in capital cutler for now
facilities
2# Creator utilisation of
school buildings

X* Interference with family
vacation schedules
2# Problem of children in a
family on different schedules
3* Theoretical savings in the
plan are largely nullified by
the following factors s'
a*
b#

c*
d*

increased
costs
increased
staff
Increased
costs
increased
costs

orerational
salaries for

mintenauce
transportation

4* In small schools, either
the educational program must ha
curtailed, or sub-capacity
classes sansi be utilised. The
latter factor would greatly
reduce the savings in the plan
5# The >lan will not provide
the answer to the schoolhousing problem of the future
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Conclusions plating to the Pour* 'fearteg i- Ian
lt

There are a number of merits in the quarter-plan,

in relation to the individual student*

The most important

of these being m itteveased opportunity for wefciag the
educational needs of both the slow learner ml the gifted
student*

llmover, excessive acceleration* retention, op

four-quarter attendance, which > eight be necessary to provide
for the individual needs of these students, would seriousiy
affect the eocmorc? of the plan*
Also, in order to provide a con ■ rehensivo educational
y

V

■ ragvm for aid of the students, a large school organisation
would be iterative*

The typical small school could not

offer a complete program without having some teachers
teaching in a number of different subject areas, or o crating

undemisod classes*
The evidence derived from earlier experiences with the
quarter-plan was rather inconclusive*

m far as could be

determined, the students under the quarter-plan did no better
or no worse than students under the conventional plan of
school-year organisation*
2*

In so far as the teacher is concerned, there is one

outstanding advantage in this plan, that of increased salary
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status*

Iteever, this factor is offset by a number of

disadvantages such as, increased clerical work, ■ lack of
op. ortunity for graduate study* and the necessity of teaching
nultiple grades, or subjects,, in smll schools♦
In imhridge, a majority of the participating teachers
favored the program,

Bowwr, the results of mmni studios

would seem to indicate that the disadvantages to the teacher
considerably outweigh the advantage effected In salary status.

k study of other plans for school-year extension reveals that
there are other nays of lengthening tibo teacher*a work year,
and increasing \ is salary, which do not enooimter the
disadvantages of the quarter* system*
3#

The taxpayer-parent is directly affected by the

plan1© affect upon the student.

If the plan is educationally

beneficial to the student, then it is worth the expenditure
M

*u

of the tax funds necessary for its operation*
the case of the Four-Quarter

However, in

lan, there does not seem to be

any groat clear-out advantage for the student.
For the taxpayer, however, there does appear to bo soiuo
advantage in the plan, namely ©conoisy«

It is a fact that the

Four-Quarter Han does provide for a considerable savings in
educational costs.

The question presents itself, however.

?2
" Do th» ocono.iiea of the • Ian outweigh the disadvantages
associated with, itH * Dilute all of the schools which operated
&

under this plan abandoned it as soon nm facilities v?ere
constructed, and all of the studios of the plan reunited In
its rejection, the investigator concludes that in those
specific instances .the ommr to this question wm u no# n
It appears that the disadvantages of the quarter-plan

outweigh the picat's advantages*
In view of this conclusion, it would seen that the
Fm?iwhiarter Plan should be considered as only a temporary
expedient, which might he used to alleviate elascroon
shortages in large schools*
The fan Mateo County, California, study concluded that,
if economy mm the prim reason for reorganising the school
year, then the deublftHseteim vim would he a preferable
alternative to the quarter-plan, since it provides for a
50 percent eco&o&y in operational costs, as compared to the
theoretical 33 1/3 percent economy of the latter*
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The Throe-Semester School Year^S
The n Ttureo*So»$tor School Yea? Flan rt Is a recant
proposal for an extended sehoolvyoar, as organised by
Dr. lu E. Harriott* principal of the Airport Junior High
School in lm Angelmt California#
Imsie Characteristics of the plan -

The

lan* which

Harriott processes, ic a variation of the old Four*Quarter
Fian#

The primary difference between the two is in their

system of organisation.

whereas the quarter-plan wm organised

on the basis of four XVmwmk quarters, the three^semctor
plan is organised on the basis of three 17-week 8&m$t&2*s,
or trim; tors*
instruction#

Each trimeter would include 85 days of
The students would attend school for two of the

trimeters, for a total of 170 &eys annually#

The enrollments

would bo staggered, as with the quarter-plan, except that
there would lm only three sections of students instead of
four,

A possible method of dividing the student body, and

arranging the ’“-crlods of attendance, is shown in Table 8,
on the following rage#

86 ?h e. Harriott# * A Three* Seme star School Year. *
The Clearing House# mill. ( December 1958 ), pp, 305-206.

TABLE 8

mmmim m
section

A
B
C

a

nncsi

vuxi

ieriod of Attendance

Vacation

September - April
loay - December
January - August

May - Aiagoet
January - April
September - Do combo r

eriod

The * uimpose of this plan is m attest to solve the
problems of ol&eerectt and teacher shortages#

Through the

utilisation, of this plea, the total capacity of present
school facilities would be increased by one** third*

Harriott

also feels that most teachers would ohooeo to work for all
throe semesters, therefore, fewer teachers would bo needed,
and the teacher shortage would bo somewhat relieved#
because this plan is only a proposal whioh has never
been given a trial in the African public schools, there are
no previous experiences* or studies, to draw frm in making
a critical evaluation of this program#

lor all practical

purposes, however, this plan is identical to the four*
Quarter i im, ml reference to the latter will provide any
rescareher with m\mi of the infomatiou ho might bo seeking
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concerning the Threa-Staoste? School leap.
It should he noted, at this point, that a plan similar
to that which .iorrioii proposes. Is now being used in some
toerican colleges, with the TMversity of Fittsburgh being
the most notable example*

Cn the college level, acceleration

and increased utilisation of facilities, rather than economy,
are the urinary motivating factors, and many of the problems
that present tbencelves in the public schools do not apply*
Proposed iutvantares of the olan -

All of the advantages

of the Four-Sartor Ttm apply to the trimester system, with
the addition of the following*
1,

to even greater economy of o oration could bo

accomplished under the three^semste? proposal, since the
schools would be able to house even nor© pupils than with the

quarter-plan*
2*

The salary status of teachers would be increased

more under the trimeetep-rlaiu

tender the ouai^exvpl&n,

teachers worked for 48 weeks, with a 20 percent increase in
salary*

ith the Three*Semester School Year, a teacher

would work for 51 weeks*

Therefore, ho would seen to I>e

entitled to approximately a 25 percent increase in salary*

Pro: need Disadvantages of the 1 Fan !,HHi fiffrt: iiti*. -titit*i.-irflyii *

l^f| ti it*< i

n*?niiYft 'n)»<‘|i)i.Li <i)i><|

>t*«**M*4

- ) i tn

j-fi

Again, all of the
—
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disadvantages of the Four*Chapter rlan would apply, vdth the
following additions end edifications s
1#

A change of sequence would be- even more difficult

than under the quapten-plam

In order to change the vacation

/

sequence, a student might have to regain out of school for
34 weeks*
k*

The

vacation period ic too long*

Sew

authorities have even questioned the wisdom ox the present

12* week sums* vacation*.
3*

Class and extra*curricular activities would :>e

ham a red even mere under the tririef-ior-plan, since one-third
of the students would always be absent*
4*

.'1th the Three^Soweter School Year, the teachers

would have only 1 week of annual vacation* as collared to
about 4 weeks, with the Pousv garter Plan*
5*. Scheduling problem, in ssmll schools* would be
even greater than with the cuartcr-plan, since only two-thirds
of the students would bo available at any one tine to register
for certain classes* * vMci have minimi enrollments oven under
ncmal conditions#
6#

there will be oven less time for the mintena&oe * of

schools, with classes in session for 51 weeks annually#

TABLE 9

Mirant agon

1* better opportunity for
make-up. work
2* Slow learners could bo
more readily retained, or
could attend school for. an
extra term

Disadvantages

1. Changeover from present
schedule would &x3ce for an
excessively long vacation
period fox5 zom students
4*»

2* Difficult to change
vacation sequence once started

4

3. Gifted students could be
more easily accelerated, or
they could attend school for
an extra semester to enrich
their program
*■
4« More elective short
courses would be available
to the student
S* Less competition for
vacation jobs
6* Pupil would enter school
at beginning of semester
nearest his sixth birthday,
thus he would be with a more
nearly homogeneous age group

3.

Problem of transfer students

4. -acted time in reorganising
classes three times a year
5* Lack of suitah e activities
during the fall and winter
vacation oriels
8,. Phny students could not
participate in suia.iov recreation
programs or capping activities
7* Some students might be
deprived of opportunity to
participate la extra-curricular
activities
8* In some areas, suoner study
might prove difficult because
of excessive heat
9* educational program in
small schools might be curtailed

TABLE 10
m

u\mm of the aotabtaobs ms msmmwES of the
THESE* SEMEET I£R rUB IE ESMTIOB TO THE TEACHERS

Advantages

1#

improved salaiy status

2. Improved professional
status
3* Opportunity to attend
regular college classes by
taking a leave of absence
for one senestar

Disadvantages

1* Reorganisation of classes
three tiiaes a year
2# Less o- rortuaity for
professional growth through
sunsasr study and educational
travel
3# Lack of opportunity for
the orientation of new teachers
4* Lack of opportunity for
pre-school and post-school
planning
3* Loiae teachers would have
to teach a number of different
subjects, or grades
3. Irobles of securing
substitute teachers for those
who cannot touch for the full
lS*X3onth£

TABLE 11

Advantages

1* Greater economy of school
operation through a reduction
in capital outlay fox’ now
facilities
2* Greater utilisation of
school buildings

Disadvantages

1* Interference with family
vacation schedules
2, irobiem of children in a
family on different schedules
3* Theoretical savings in the
plan are largely nullified by
the following factorss
a*
b*

c*
dm

increased
costs
increased
staff
increased
costs
increased

operational
salaries for
maintenance
transportation

costs
4* In small schools, either
the educational program must be
curtailed, or cub-capacity
classes must be utilised# The
latter factor would greatly
reduce the savings in the Ian
5# The plan trill not provide
the answer to the schoolhousing problem of the future
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Conclusions .elating to the fhreo-Fonecter

Ian -

Since

the Throe-Semester Flan is but a variation of the .original
Four-barter Plan, moat of the conclusions relating to the
latter system would also apply to the trimester-systeEw

In

addition to those, the following conclusions have been arrived
at, which relate only to the Three-Semester Flan*
1*

The Throe-Semester * lan, in theory, would prove

somewhat more economical than the quarter-system*

owever,

as with the quart©svpl&n, this savings would be drastically
affected by increases in operational costs, and the necessity
for maintaining undorsl&sd classes in the smaller schools*
bith the trir^$ter-pla% only two-thirds of the students
would be in school at any one time*

Therefore, in order to

maintain enrollments in classes such as trigonometry, physics,
and advanced foreign languages* an mm larger school would
he necessary than would bo the case with the quarter-system
of school-year organisation*
2*

In some states, the provision for 170 days of ‘

annual school, attendance would not meet the minimum standard
established by law*

Thus, legislative action would be

necessary for the ado tion of such a plan.*

There would also

appear to bo a greater educational loss to the student, with

this plan, bec&uee of the decreased mincer of days of
required annual attendance, an*" the tlm seated in the
reorganisation of classes three time annually*
3*

The Three**3®mstar 1 lan shares all of the

disadvantages of the Fouiv* Sartor Plan, and offers little,
if any, advantage over the latter system of school-year
organisation#

Thus, as is the case with the quart ©replan,

this systen a»i$t also be considered as only a temporary
expedient, which might ho utilised in larger schools#
4,

The Three-P«ester

Xan* or variations thereof,

has proved successful in sea® colleges,

However, because of

the different educational and financial nro&Leas encountered
on the college and the public school levels, there is little
relationship between the success of the plan on one level,
with that of another level#
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The Liebaan FXanffl
This recent proposal, by Mrs# Mary Bruhnke Lietam, la
a moderaiatd version of the old Four-Quarter Plan, with its
system of staggered vacations*

She proposes her plan in an

effort to solve the classroom shortage problem, which faces
American education today, and which promises to become a
more critical problem in the near future*

Mrs* liohman’s

proposal would solve this problem without the expenditure
of any funds for new school construction#
A recent study, by the National Citizen’s Council For
hotter Schools, noted that by 1965, school expenditures will
have increased by more than one-third#

Since many schools

are already receiving the major portion of the local tax dollar,
where arc these additional funds to come from?

Mrs# Liohmn

proposes that we can provide the needed classrooms for the
future by eliminating the wasteful practice of the summer
vacation*

ty operating the schools for 11# months annually,

enrollments can be staggered, and the capacity of present
facilities can fee increased by one-third*
/

Mrs# Mary Bruhnke Liebm&n* " A Sim le Answer to the
School Problem* n woman’s Day# XXXII* ( October 1959 ),
pp* 33-35, 97-100.
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Basic Characteristics of the Plan -

In organisation,

this plan is similar to the loin*-quarter system#

/is with the

quarter-plan, the school year is divided into four 12-week
quarters, and the student po" illation into four equal sections*
Enrollment dates and vacation roriods are so staggered that
only 75 ■ or cent of the students are in school at any one time,
and 28 percent of the students are always on vacation*
however, in organising the system of staggered enrollment
dates, Mrs# Liohssm has made a major change in the original
Pour-Quarter 1 lan#

She felt that the long 12-week vacation,

in the quarter-plan, was undesirable, especially if it
happened to fall during the winter months#

therefore, she

organised a system of shorter vacation periods spaced
throughout the year*

Sac a student would then have one short

vacation, four to six weeks in length, during at least three
different seasons of the year*

This was accomplished in the

following manneri
1*

Schools are closed for two weeks at Christmas, and

for two weeks during the summer#
2#

The students attend school for a period of 12-weeks,

with each 12-week quarter to bo followed by a 4-week vacation*
because of the Christinas and t a summer vacations, the I:'-week

&4
quarter will bo interrupted for the student® in two of the
four sections*

fable 12* on the following ;aagt9 illustrates

the manor in which Mrs* Ueteanfs school year might be

organised*
Proposed Advantages of the Plan -

Most of the

advantages claimed by the Four-garter Plan also apply to
the Liebtmn variation of that system*

In addition, the

Uebman Plan Improves upon the quarter-system in the
following respectss
1#

The Idebman Plan provides lor educationally

desirable short vacations at various points throughout the
year* rather than a single long vacation*

It also spaces

vacations so that each student has time off during at least
three different seasons of the year, and no student has to
take his full vacation during the winter months*
2*

The plan provides that all students may participate

in extra-curricular activities, oven during their vacation
period*

Mrs* Liebman suggests that this provision is a

possible solution to the conflict between the student1®
studies, and his participation in such activities as football,
band, and dramatics*

tOf participating in these activities

during his vacation period, the student still derives full

TABLE 12
Of A TYPICAL SCHOOL TEAR ( 1958-59 )
WDER THE mmS l US

Section

Quart®**

A

3

•

C

D

*

Dates of Attendance

Vacation Period

1

Sout* 2 ** Hot* 21

Hot* 22 - Jan. 4

2

Jan* 5 - March 27

March 28 - April 2<

3

April 27 - July 17

July 18 - Sept* 1

1

Sept* 29 * Dec* 18

Dec. 20 - Fab. 1

2

Feb*2 - April 24

April 25 - Hay 24

3

May 25 - Ang« 14

Aug* 15 - Sept* 28

1

Oot* 27 - Jan,* 31

Dec* 20 - Jan* 4
Feb* 1 - larch 1

2

March 2 - May 22

May 23 - June 21

3

June 22 - Sent* 28

Aug. 15 - Sept* 1
So;, t. 27 - Got. 26

1

Bov. 24 - Feb. 2?

Dec# 20 - Jan* 4
Feb* 28 - March 29

Harsh 30 - June 19

June 20 - July 19

July 20 - Oct* 24

Aug* 15 - Sept# 1
Hov* 23
*
25

3

Sit

^

*»

^
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value from the activity at no expense to his academic work*
3*

lira* Lie tecta suggests that her plan might be used

as a motivating device for the * lazy * learner*

Those not

working at full capacity would 'be required to spend part of
taeir vacation period In school*
Proposed Disadvantages of the Han -

All of the

disadvantages of the old quarter-system apply to the Liebmaa
Ha% with the exception of the objections to winter vacations,
and interference with family vacation plans*
Lxohtiim

i

fith the

Ian, students have vacations during at .least three

different seasons of the year, and vacations are so spaced as
to afford parents plenty of opportunity to plan vacations at
any time of the year*

The problem of changeover from
-

•

♦

*

conventional schedules is also not .as serious under the
Liebman Plan*
The Liobrnn Plan does, however, suffer from two defects
which are not present in the four-barter Han*
1*

It should m noted' in Table 12 that student sections

C and D have an interruption in tm of their quarters of
attendance*
vacations.

This is necessitated by the Christmas and summer
Since it is difficult to change the sequence of

vacation for the different sections of students, once the plan

07
is placed into operation, it would not bo possible to change
the sections at any tine in order to equalise this factor*
However, with sons adjustment in lire* Uebuian’s schedule, it
night be possible to avoid such a difficulty#
2*

Under the Liebran Flan, the student would not have

any extended period of vacation tine in which to work at a
full-itee job*

Many students find such vacation work necessary

in order to meet high school expenses, and to save for future
college expenses*

Many employers are unwilling to hire a

person for fnll~tlM work for only a four to six-week period,
and the Ueka&n Flan docs not provide for vacations of
longer duration*

with the quarter-plan, the student would

have an iminterrupted vacation period of twelve weeks*

TABLE 13

mmiY of tie
mmm

m
is mmm

advantages

Advantage

!•

letter op ounity for

make-up work*

disadvantages of the
to the studebts

Disadvantages

1# Difficult to change
vacation sequence

2. Slow learners could
attend school for half of
their vacation period in
order to keep race

2.

3* Gifted students might
be more easier accelerated
by attending classes for a
portion of their vacation
period

4* Educational program in
snail schools might he curtailed

4* More elective short
courses would be available
5* Each student would have
a short vacation during at
least three of the seasons
6* The pupil would enter
school at the beginning of
the quarter nearest his
sixth birthday, thus ho
would be with a mors nearly
homogeneous ago group

Problem of transfer pupils

3* Pasted tine in reorganising
clast-os every three months

S* naif of the students would
have vacation interruptions
during two of their throe
quarters
8* Short vacation periods
would make it difficult for the
student to secure a vacation
job

TABLE 14
SUMMARY OF THE ADVAOTA&ES ASD DISADVANTAGES OF THE
mmm fiah iii mmm to the teachers

Disadvantages

Advantages

1#

Improved salary status

2* Improved professional
status
3* Opportunity to attend
regular college classes by
taking, a leave of absence
for one quarter
4* Tim provision for the
retention of the * la&y t!
learner for a portion of
hie vacation \ cried, might
be an effective motivating
device

1* Reorganisation of classes
every three months
2* Loss opportunity for
professional growth through
9Xamr study and educational
travel
3* &cm teachers would have
to teach a number of different
subjects, or grades
4* Problem of securing
substitute teachers lor those
who cannot teach on a yearround basis
4

t

6* Lack of opportunity for
pre-school and post-school
planning

y

TABLE 15

SOMMABI OF THE ADVANTAGES ARB BISAD¥AI.'ITAG£S OF THE
umm TIM 111 MSUTICH TO the taxpaise-I:aeeht

Advantages

Disadventages

1# Greater economy of school
ororation through a reduction
in capital outlay for new
facilities

1, Theoretical savings in the
plan arc largely nullified by
the following factors?
a*

2* Greater and more efficient
utilisation of school
buildings

b*
0#

\

d*

increased
costs
increased
staff
increased
costs
increased
costs

o crational
salaries for
mintezuuaee
transportation

2* In small schools* either
the educational program mat
be curtailed, or’classes of
below capacity siso must be
utilised* The latter factor
would further reduce any
savings effected by the plan
3, The plan will not provide
the answer to the schoolhousing problem of the future
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Conclusions Ha latino to the Llabnan Flan -

Since the

Liebman Plan is but a variation of the original Four-Quarter
: lan, most of the conclusions relating to the latter system
would also ap ly to the Liebma proposal.

In addition, the

following conclusions, which relate specifically to Mrs*
Lisboan*s plan, have been organised*
1*

The Listen Plan seems to offer a more accortable

system of staggered vacation periods than does the original
quarter-plan*

However, the interruption of soma of the

instructional periods by intervening 2-week vacations, must
be considered as a disadvantage in the Lie ten

Ian, because

it would tend to result in educational loss to the students*
2*

Mrs* Liehman seems to offer a most flexible program

for meeting the needs of all of the various-type students,
uow©very the acceleration and retention which she suggests
would toad to throw the four evenly divided sections of
students out of balance*

This would result in either

overcrowded class rooms, a condition which the flan proposes
to remedy, or classes of subnormal sise, which would
drastically affect the economies of the plan*
3.

Mrs* Lisbman proposes that her plea will eliminate

the need for the estimated additional one-third expenditure
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for education which will he required by 1965*

However, an

with the Four-Quarter Plan, 'her savings are largely
theoretical* because increased teacher salaries and operational
A

4P

costs would cut deeply into her ]• reposed.savings.
4*

Hie rotating at tendance type plans, such as the

one which lire* Listmm proposes, arc decided to be only
temporary answers to the problem of sufficient classroom
space in our schools*

Many present structure® are already

obsolete, and many more will become obsolete in the near
future*

Hie long-range solution to this problem appears to

be in the construction of new facilities to meet future
need®*
5*

Overall, the Liebnan Plan is an improvement over

the old Four-Quarter Plan*

However, because the plan does

share most of the disadvantages, or shortcomings, of the
quarter-plan, it has not been accepted, nor is it very likely
to be accepted, on the African educational scene*
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The

rlanffi)
Dr# Raymond '*ymsi9 of the University of Massachusetts,

has proposed this plan with three principal purposes in uind,

nmmlyx
1*

As a means of effecting none efficient and

economical use of. school facilities
2*

As a means of providing better classroom instruction

3*

As a mmt of raising the salary status of teachers

Although Myis&n's plan is not of the staggered-vacation
tyre, m arc the others listed in this chapter, it is * iacod
with them because the common factor in ail of these ■ Ians is
greater economy in school operation#
basic Cfcaraoteris tlea of the Plan -

hymen1** -Ian is

basically a combination of the double-session with a iongor
school year.

It cm, however, operate on the basis of a

single session, but in that ease the economy factor in the
plan would bo nullified#
the plan would provide for m extension of the school
year from 180 to 225 days*

Under the double-session feature

30 ieynond .rjwm* * Full Employmat of Teachers and
Schools* ° The toerloau School Aoard Journal# GXXX7*
( November 1557 ], ppT7>l>^#"
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of the rlaa* there wild bo two equally-divided sections of
students -and teachers,

bach section of students would attend

classes for four hours daily*

The teachers would teach for

four hours, and then would hare four hours for class
pre; aration, conferences, Inserviee training, er-oriir^ntation,
and the like,

Pith .ynan*s system of double-sessions, the

student would suffer no educational loss, in so far as the
amount of Instructional tine is concerned.

At r reseat, in

the majority of schools, the school day is ecsapoeed of five
hours of instruction.

Thus, with a school year of 180 days,

the student would x^eceive GOO hours of instruction.

Pith the

fyma Plan, there arc only four hours of class every day, but
the school year is extended to 225 days*

Thus, 225 days 1

4 hours of daily instruction would also equal 900 hours of
annual classroom instruction*
4uxanfs Plan night typically be organised on the basis
of a 45-week schedule, with the schools closed completely
for the month of August, and for two weeks at Christmas*
There might also be a one-we ok vacation at faster*
At this time, Dr,

yzmi's t lan is only a proposal, and

it has never been given a trial in the schools.

Thus, there

is no data available concerning the actual operation of the

plan*
Proposed Mvontages of the Plan
1*

There would be less lose of learning by the student

because of the shorter sunnier vacation*

The result would be

a greater continuity in the educative rrecess*
• ymn notes that som teachers complain that the month
of Se?1ember is presently devoted primarily to a review of
the material forgotten during the long summer vacation,
g*

The curriculum could be oxrended to include such

activities as swimming, hiking, casing, and gar suing*
3,

There would be a greater opportunity for special

half, for the students.

There would be more time in which to

help the slow learner, to give the talented, youngster saorw
challenging work and extra guidance, and time to help the
average student with any of his particular problems or
interests*
4*

The older student would have an opportunity to

hold a job the year-round, on a half-day "basis*
h&ny students today find It necessary to work, in
order to pay for school expenses and save for college*

-any

employers hesitate to hire a person for on y a ten to
twelve-we ok period during the summer, since the employes
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.

must go back to school at just the tim that ho has
thoroughly learned his job,

Tho employers would, in many

cases, prefer to have tho student work tho year-round on a
half-day basis*

-iih eueh an amusement, it would also be

possible for the student to earn mom money than he could
by working for only the suitor months,
5*

Tho dangers of idleness and boredom, created by

tho long summer vacation period, especially in large urban
areas where reeroatio&fcl facilities are Inadequate, would m
somewh&t reduced*
S*

Since tho teacher would have mm tins in which to

pro are class presentations, the student would benefit from
tho improved instruction,
7*

The longer work year would provide for m improved

salary status for teachers*
Teachers would receive approximately a 25

ereent

increase in salary, and would not have to sack other
employsasnt during tho

months*

This feature of the plan would undoubtedly attract
more competent people to tho profession*

At ’-resent* many

are discouraged from entering teaching by the prospect of
low salaries, and as a result, they arc attracted to other
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fields of endeavor where they are assured of ful.'i-tiae
employment at higher salaries*

It is also very possible

that the ll-month school year would cause the seIf-elininatioa
of those in the profession who are less than full-tiiaa
educators* an) who teach only as a sideline to other interests#
8*

Teachers would have m * hoaewoi’k, ** since they

would have sufficient tine in school to correct papers*
check arguments, and

repare lessons*

The result would be

that they would have iso re time to participate in oosumity
and adult affairs*

%

It would be much easier to schedule staff meetings,

supervisor and administrator conferences, and
conferences*

arent-teacher'

Under present conditions, it is difficult to

find the tine in the daily schedule for such

tings*

lot,

they are necessary for the. improvement of instruction*
10*

There would be increased time for inservico

training, and even graduate courses taught in the school ay
extension professors*

This would tend to upgrade the

quality of teaching and professional preparation, and it
would be a satisfactory answer to the objection that teachers
would be tumble to attend sumor school*
11*

facilities would he used

210re

efficiently*

hith
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the jam Plan, one building could servo the needs of two,
ith the growing problem of classroom shortages, this night
very well bo one of the most Important features of this
proposal,

-resent double-so os ions are not the answer, since

they cheat the pupil of considerable Instructional tias*
12,

The plan would provide for the more efficient use

of clerical and technical assistants.

Such assistance would

bo aval •..able to the teacher for half of each day, instead of
only for a short period of time, before or after school, as
is now the case,
Proposed disadvantages of the 'lan -

Certain

difficulties or objections are encountered in the organisation
of a rrogrm such as Drf bym&n rrogoees,

Since this proposal

has never been given a trial, it is difficult to determine
hot? serious those might be in actual practice,
1,

There would m a problem In scheduling athletics,
i

bend, dramties, and other extra-curricular activities.

Such

activities Have a place in the total educational program,
and undoubtedly adjustments could bo made to insure their
inclusion in the -yiaan program for all students.

For

example, athletes might be placed on the morning schedule
during the season of t: sir sport.

The sum might be done

09
with the stiidents engaged in other oxfcra-currioular
activities*

In the 'tymn program, there vmi d not be any

undue difficulty in periodically changing students from one
session to the ether, since all classes world ho at about
/

the sap© nolnt of advance ©eat at all tiroes.
2*

11th the short daily schedule, there might be

difficulty in scheduling physical education, -driver training,
double laboratory or shop periods, and other such specietijsed

Glasses*

It is difficult to determine the seriousness of

this problem without actually attempting to organise a school
on the 'hymn

Ian*

The writer believes that it would be

necessary, with this nn:u oeal, to rterpaii.ge the 'ally
schedule of the school.

Shorter, and more mxmrous periods

would probably be utilised, thus providing the tl&e necessary
for double periods in specialised subjects*

Also, with the

reorganisation of the curriculum, ?<nm courses would not be
taught for the full 45*weok period.

Again, this would

provide more tine in the schedule*

In regard to driver

training, that course could be taught before, or after school
hours, as the case might be*
3.

There might be some objections fron parents whooe

vacation plans arc disrupted*

To counter this argurumt*
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Dr* Tyman suggests that parents might be allowed to take a
student out of school for a family vacation for one weak
during the school year,

T'ith the longer school year, this

would be possible since the educational loss to the student
would not be as great as with the shorter school year.
4*

There is a possibility that student and staff

morale might be lowered with this plan of school-year
organisation*

The students and teachers on one session

might be dissatisfied with their schedule*

for example,

most students and teachers would probably prefer the
morning class schedule.

This Is a common problem with

present double-session plans*
Also, the students and teachers on one schedule would
have little, if any, contact with those on the other
schedule*

Thus, each school would actually be divided into

two different schools#
5.

The economy of the plan would bo considerably
\

reduced by increased salaries, operational costs, and the
need for office space for the teachers#

It is difficult to

determine the actual economies of such a hypothetical plan,
but, in evaluating this roimt, one important factor should
be considered*

That is, is it more desirable to spend money
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for improved instruction, or for mortar and bricksV

To the

critical economy-minded taxpayer, this point might not make
any difference, since money is money no matter what you spend
it for*

But, to the educator and the genuinely intorested

layman, this Is a vital point to consider*
8*

Increased daily leisure might have a detrimental

effect on certain students, in that it might provide increased
opportunity fox* juvenile mischief*
The answer to this problem lies, perhaps, with schoolorganised recreation programs, ox* with expanded programs of
recreation by the various social and cormmity agencies,
7*

Teachers would be unable to attend regular summer-

school sessions.
As wm mentioned earlier, under the advantages of the
plan, provision might easily ‘be made for extension courses
within the school, or a more desirable system of sabbatical
loaves might bo worked out for graduate study*
8*

There would be some difficulty in setting up

maintenance and repair schedules*
This is an objection which erors up in relation to any
of the extended school-year programs*

This writer feels that

it lacks validity, from the standpoint that educational
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considerations arc the primary concern of t;*e school#
Administrative details, clerical probleiss, and problems of
maintenance are certainly of secondary importance, and must
be worked around the educational requirements of the student
and the school#

The rejection, or abandonment, of an educa¬

tional program certainly cannot bo justified on the basis
of its inconvenience to the custodial departsiost#

TABLE 16

smtm OF TEE AmTEAGES AID DISADVANTAGES Cf TEE
mill FLAK' IS KBUT10H TO THE STUBEHIS

Advantages

Disadvantages

1* Less loss of learning
and a greater continuity to
the educative process

1* Bom students would abject
to assignment to the afternoon

2* Expanded curriculum to
include ouch activities as
swtedag, hiking, awing,
and gardening

2* Possibility that nom
students, because of their
schedule,' might m barred
from certain extra-curricular
activities

3* More Opportunity for
special help from teachers
4. Older students would
have opportunity to work
year-round m a half-day
basis
6* Dangers of idleness and
boredom, created by the long
Noma* vacation, would be
reduced

session

3* Increased daily leisure
nay have detrimental effect
on mm students

TABLE 17
SUMMARY OF THE ADVA1TEAQSS AI1D DISADYAIffiAGSS 0? TEE
mm PLAB la SBU3P10H to tie teachies
—•

Mvantages

1* Mss need for extensive
review in September* because
of less loss of learning on
the part of the student.
There would also be a greater
continuity to the educative
process
2* Greater opportunity for
special help for all students
3* More time for class
preparation, research,
experimentation, etc.
4* Improved salary and
r roiessional
status
v
5*

!lo teacher 51 homework

6* Easier to schedule staff
mootings and parent-teacher
conferences
7* Increased time for
insorvice training and
extension courses in the
SChOOl
0, Opportunity for greater
assistance from clerical
and technical personnel and
supervisors

Disadvantages

X# Some teachers would not
oare to teach on the afternoon
schedule
2, Teachers would be unable
to attend sumer-achool

TABLE 18

mmm

gf the mmms m oisadvastm^s of tie
mm im m mimm to wt tmkmummm

Advantages

Disadvantages

1# Greater aconoity of
school operation

X# l&rent&i objections to
disruption of vacation plana

2#

2* Eeonoagr of the plan would
bo educed by increased
teacher salaries and increased
oreration&l costs

Fora efficient

utilisation of existing
facilities
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Conclusions relating to the j'yrsan Plan
1*

In so far m the student is concerned, there arc a

number of important advantages in the **yxmn Plan*

The

expanded curriculum and improved instruction would tend to
go a long way toward solving somo of the vital problems of
American education in this atomic era#

The r rinoipal

difficulty, as regards the student, seems to be the problem
of adjustfsant to the afternoon schedule#

Many students would

doubtless prefer to have the afternoon free for work, or
extra-curricular activities#

It would seem though, that some

system of rotating the two sections of students so that both
would have an equal amount of time on each session, could be
worked out*
2#

In relation to the teacher, the

to bo of definite advantage*

program seems

Methods of instruction have

changed considerably within the past twenty-five years, and
in order to do a superior job of presentation, the teacher
must have the time and materials to prepare and rehearse the
lesson*

Present schedules fail to allow sufficient time for

such preparation#
A second major advantage to the teacher is that of
improved salary and professional status.

On the basis of a
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nine to nine and ono-half month school year, teachers
cannot consider theme Ives as anything but part-time
semi-professionals.*

Salary increases and full professional

status will oom only when the teacher works on a full-time
basis, as do the members of other professions#
3*

If the student benefits from the educational

rogrom, then certainly the parents and the community do
too#

In the case of the >ymaa I lan, both would benefit from

the higher quality of education offered to the student#
The taxpayer also benefits from the program#

Because

one building can be made to serve the needs of two, the
program saves on expenditures for new construction*

Of

course, much of the money saved, is actually spent on higher
teacher salaries and Increased ororational coots#

However,

the program still saves money by offering a higher quality
education, at a slight savings over present educational costs#
4#

The V/ym&n

lan is definitely superior to any plan

of conventional double-sessions* Because it provides greater
utilisation of facilities at no educational loss to the
learner#
6*

From the standpoint of the student, the teacher,

and the taxpayer, the Hyman \ lan appears to have considerable

merit*

However, it is a drastic departure from traditional

practices, and as a result that traditional American
institution, the public school, tends to say may from such
a pro] osal#

It is more probable, though, that the

rincipal

/

reason for the plan’s lack of acceptance is the fact that
the problems, which it proposes to solve, are not as yet of
serious enough consequence to merit such a drastic departure
from established tradition#

reshape* m the problems 'become

more acute there will cow to be more experimentation with
proposals $mh as this#

Then, if the plan works in practice,

it may become more widely accepted#

CHAPTER V

the

miumnm. ?wmm

In the second general category of " lane for schoolyear extension are thorn plane whloh are organised priiaarily
for the pur-ose of .accelerating student progress through
school*

The motivating factors behind the aece ie ration-typo

plans may be sum&rlsed as follows t
1*

Economy **

If a student completes his education-

early, it will cost lees to educate him*

This ia true

mainly because that student will vacate space in school
which can be utilised by ot ter students.

If the students

complete their normal educational course in nine years
instead of twelve, then the capacity of. that school will be
increased by 25 percent, because that school will be able
to accomodate 25 percent more students in a given number of

years*
2*

heeds of the Students -

With, the all-year

acceleration plan, the school will “be better able to meet
the needs of the students*

The talented students will be

able to accelerate their progress in the educational

1X1
pTog&m,

This has become necessary because more young

people today aspire to college and beyond*

Military service

and extra study thus postpone their entry onto the economic
scene*

The problem Is further complicated by the present

trend toward earlier marriage*

Optional acceleration

would allow many students to cut down on the years of ■- re*
college and university studies.
The slew learners, with the all-year acceleration plan,
would have more tine in which to aoomriieh their work*
Thus, they would not have to be retained to repeat any grades,
and they would be able to complete the educational course in
the normally allotted twelve years*
3,

Increased holding lower of the School -

Overage

students* and students who are- required to work for the
sir-port of their families, would lie able to finish their
education at an earlier date by accelerating their programs.
Thus, they would he able to remain in school, rather than
drop out before the completion of their studios*
The Four-Charter Acceleration Plan
This plan wm first m% into effect in the schools of
Hewark, hew Jersey in the year of 1912,

Shortly thereafter,

the schools of Ardmore,. Oklahoma and h&shville, Tennessee
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ado-tod similar acceleration programs,
Aasle Characteristics of the I'Ian -• The basic difference
between the acceleration pica ami the original Four- carter
ilan is that the students under the former system, are
allowed to attend school for all of the four quarters, instead
of being limited to throe quarters of attendance,
under the Pour-Quarter Acceleration Vim, all of the
students start school in September*
vacations*

There are no staggered

Those who do not wish to attend school for the

full year are excused in early June, for their summer
vacation period*

The remainder of the students attend

c -’.asses through the tnmmv months, and are given a short
vacation during the month, of August*
Otherwise, the Four^Qu&rtwr Acceleration Alan is
operated much the game m the original four*quarter system*
‘flic school year is divided into four 10-week quarters, and
the teachers who wish year-round employment* are allowed to
teach for the full four quarters*

for their extra services

they receive two months additional salary*
last Experiences with the Plan -

WWIWIMMII

^wOiHa.iUi m > M<ilM)»KnW<i HBHWM1

WMWri-WWUM

KMO-JW«W

‘MfMfmm*

The first city to
V

adopt this plan of school operation was Newark, Um Jersey.
Newark, a largo industrial center, was faced with two major
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•oroblesns in its schools.
■

**

The first of these nrobless was
Ok

concerned with the children of recant irrl grants*

These

youngsters experienced considerable language difficulty in
the schools, and as a result they were unable to keer pace
with the other students#

of these students were already

overage in their grade

so retention would not

solve this particular problem*

fhe second problem was

concerned with the students of low ability, and the students
from tho lower socio-economic areas*

She problem with the

low ability students was much. the same as that with the
migrant children,

Jith the students t*m the poorer

sections of the city, the problem was one of mmmr idleness
and boredom*

^creational facilities in those areas mm

limited or non-existent*

Therefore* the children in those

areas had little to do during the long mxzmr vacation but

mm the streets*
As a Maas of achieving a satisfactory solution to
lie so problems, tho Newark Board of Education organised the
schools on a 13-month Four- garter flan*

1 Wilson Farrand and V* QfSh*&# ,f The All Year Schools
in Hew&rk; hew Jersey# * School and society. XI1II.
( April 10, 1926 ), p, 46!^SI7~-
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The Hqw&fIc schools were ororated unde? this plan until
1925, when the i&ard of Education voted to abolish the allyear program*

Protests from some segments of the public,

and from name of the eityfe educators caused the board to
roconsider its decision*

It wae then decided to call upon a

group of educational eomraltants to study and evaluate the
all-year program#

The results of the study were published,

and were reported as follows, in an article- by two of the
chief consultants, fils on Far rand, president of Cornell
University, and Professor ¥* 0,:Shea? of the university of
Wisconsin#
1*

There ms less juvenile mischief in the all-year
i

school areas.

Thus, the pttgpm achieved its purpose in

keeping youngsters off the streets, and away fron the dangers
of idleness and boredom* during the mms? months.
2*

All-year schooling wm not harmful to the health

of the students#
3#

The accelerated graduates of the all-year schools

mm too inmtur# for high school or college#

However, in

actual practice, there was little acceleration, because the
all-year schools served primarily the lower ability, and
lower economic groups of students*
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4.

In so far as the low ability ma the imlgraat

children were concerned, the all-year program was ©uooessful*
A lower drop-out rate mm observed macmg these students*2
In view of these findings, it nm
all-year program be retained,

that the

the board accepted the

recoix^iidation of the study group, and the program was kept
in effect in the Msmrk schools until 1931*

At that time the

effects of the Depression were being keenly felt, and since
the program was sore expensive than the 18G*dsy tens, it was
abolished*

The Board of Education cited the fol -owing

reasons for this action!
1*

There ms little, if any, tim saved in completing

the educational eemyte#
2*

The students who were accelerated on the elementary

level mm too immature for high school work*
3*

The high school students who graduated early mm

too young for college or regular employment*
4*

The all-year vrogram was too expensive,^

2 Farrnnd lilscn and V* O'Shea*
® School Executive#
Executive*

XLIX*

o^* cit*

u All Year Schools * 11

( July 1930 ), p* 517*

pp* 486-469#

School
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Superintendent J. $# Herron, of the Newark schools, In
cementing on the all-year program, stated, * Acceleration
was the one crowning mistake of the year-round school plan,'* rt
Shortly after the adoption of the Four-Quarter
Acceleration

lan in Newark, the schools of Ardmore, Oklahoma

adopted a similar program*

The investigator could find no

data available concerning the operation of the plan in
Ardmore, other than that the nl&n was dircontinued after a
brief trial.
The other notable experiment with this plan was conducted
in the schools of Nashville, Tennessee, during the years of
1924 to 1932*

Year-round attendance in the Nashville schools

was placed on a voluntary basis, and the plan v/as similar in
organisation, to that of the Newark schools*

because of the

expense involved in the program, and the fact that acceleration
■0

proved undesirable, the plan was ultimately abandoned,

A study

of the plan in ihshvllle was conducted by the George Peabody
College for Teachers*

The conclusions of that study were

reported as follows:

4 Horace C* lartsell*

H The Twelve-Month School* n
Tchad t rincipals Julie tin*

IX?
1*

The ©lensnt&sy pupils who attended the sexier

quarter did not do rroportionately as well as those who did
not attend school in the sumer*
2*

Borne children who were over ago in grade were able

to advance further in school than otherwise would have boon
possible*
3*

Some bright children \sere able tp shorten profitably

their tJbae in school*
4*

The sunsr quarter unquestionably served the social

and physical needs of the children, during the suaaaer months,
as they were never served before,5

( It was noted, however,

that a better procedure would have been to .lengthen the
regular school year, and develop a sumer school more nearly
adapted to the sun.ier needs of all the children in the city,
rather than the few* )
Current Status of the <lan - Shen the Nashville schools
abandoned the Fouxv(Juarter Acceleration . lan in 1932, this

5

George ieahody College for Teachers* The, All-Year
School of uaahvill*. Tennessee* dashvillei
"Angeles City School Districts*
The All-Year School* A report by the c omit tee to study the
all-year ~ec¥boT* Eos Angeles* the Districts, 1954* oh* 8,

sec, II,
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particular system of scfeool^year extension disap-: oared from
the tmvtwsi educational scene*

It hm never boon revived,

and according to the moot recout dational Education Association
Besoarch 1-nmo, there are, at present, no schools O’ orating
under such an acceleration plan*®
Proposed Advantages of the .Flan
1*

The teachersalary* status would he improved*

The increase in the teacher10 annual salary would amount to
approximately 20 percent*

2*
tide plan*.

.

Talented students could easily accelerate under
In theory, they could complete their elementaiy*

secondary education in nine years*

Those students pursuing

professional careers could thus cos* lets their program of
studies at an earlier dato, and make an earlier entry into
economic life* .
3#

...

<.,,- ^ ,,

Slow learners, by having mM time in which to

learn, could still complete their ele.mntary**seoondary
education in the normal twelve years*
4*

.......

The holding power of the school would be increased*

® National-Mucation Aasociatioa*. The All-Year School*
Washington, 0* C* The national Education
ooIaOun^^"r

July 1958.

p* 7*

( limeoeraphed ).
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Sine® there would bo no need to ham the slow learners
repeat grades, they would mmIn with students of their own
age group, and mke steady progress, through the grades*
Thus, they would be encouraged to cornrlete their education.
/

Index1* this plea, the slow learner would actually spend a
number of hours in school that would be equivalent to
fifteen years of education under the conventional l-'Cwday
plan.
5,

-nth the longer school year, a wore flexible time

allotment for courses could b® worked out.
curriculum is in need of revision,

the present

bom eoursoe need more

tine for instruction, while others need loss tim then is
presently allotted to them*

llore elective short courses

coull be developed to enrich the student’s educational
experience#
•6*

.

there would he loss loss of learning, on the part

of the students, with the elimination of the long summer
vacation*
7.

Children would be kept off the hot city streets in

the summer, and sons of the dangers of sumer idleness and
boredom would be lessened.
-«

fhc program is voluntary*

Therefore, those students
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who do not wish to participate arc not required to -lo so.
Tills feature eliminates the objections raised bj mm
parents whose vacation plane might bo upset*
9*

by accelerating student progress through school, a

greater economy in educational costs could m achieved*

The

students would cost lets their ■rogras of studios earlier,
an! the capacity of the school would thus be increased,

If

full acceleration we,re achieved, there would be effected a
ho percent increase in the capacity of the school plant*
In actual practice, not all of the students are able
to accelerate.

In iewark and nashville, there was only

limited acceleration,

unless there is considerable

acceleration, the economical advantage of the plan is largely

imllified,
10,

The school plant would not be idle during the

sumser months, and a fuller utilisation of costly school
facilities would be achieved*
roposed Disadvantages of the flan
1.

The students who are accelerated on the elementary

level are too i&o&ture for high school,
2,

The students who arc accelerated in high school are

too young for college or regular work.
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3* Acceleration does not adequately prepare students
for work or college, as compared with non-accelerated high
school graduates*
4*

Student achievement la adversely affected by the

hot sitimer weather*,
5*

The program is too expensive*

Realise there Is

little acceleration in actual practice, the economy factor
in the program is largely nullified*
costs of school

0--

At the

lino, the

oration are considerably increased by the

year-round program*
G*

With some of the students attending school on a

year-round basis, and others on a nine-month basis, there
would be a number of administrative and clerical problems
involved with this urogram*

It is noted, however, that
V

neit or hssrark or Imehvilli reported any major difficulties
in this respect*
7*

There would be less opportunity for the professional

growth of teachers*
8*

The mintemnee and repair of the school plant

would prove to be somewhat of a problem with the schools
operating on a year-round basis*

This particular objection

was discussed in conjunction with the economy plans in
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chapter-4*

It was concluded that this was not a sufficient

reason for the rejection of any desirable educational
-rorr an*

\
■s

V"

TABLE 19

mum of the mmms aid mmmms of the foo&*
mmm
i lab xb ibjjxxgb to tie stoasar
Advantages

1* Talented students could
easily accelerate
2* Slow learner® could still
complete education in 12 years
3* Holding power of the
school would"be increased
4* Loss loos of learning
with the elimination of the
long susamer vacation
S» lore elective short
courses could he developed
to enrich the student1®
educational experience
G* The dangers of idleness
and boredom, which accompany
the ong simmer vacation,
would be loosened
7* The program 1® optional
for those who wish to work
in t ie suwer, or go on
vacation

Disadvantages

1* The student® who are
accelerated on the elementary
level arc- too immature for
high school
2* The students who ars
accelerated in high school are
too young for college or
regular work
3*. Acceleration doe® not
adequately prepare students
for "college or work* as
compared with non-accelerated
high school graduates
4* Student achievement might
bo adversely affected by the
hot rammer weather

TABU 2G

smim

of the advantages asd disadvantages of the pouiw
QUARTER ACCELERATION i LAS 111 RELATION TO THE TEACU2ES

Advantages

1, 1m roved salary status
for those who ehoose to
teach on a year-round basis

Disadvantages

1« Less opportunity for
professional improvement
through summer study and
educational travel

TABLE 21

simar

of zm m&mssss a© disadvantages of ths fcxjb(lUMSER ACCiiLSiuTI'IGIS PLAIi IB RELATIQII TO THE TAX- AYaiV

PAREHT

/

Advantages

Disadvantages

X* The school would be
bettor able to aoet the
needs of the individual
student

1# Labor market would be
flooded by the accelerated
graduates of the secondary
schools

2* bolding power of the
school would” be increased

2*. Greater cost of the
educational program due tos

3* Less Juvenile mischief
since c ildren would be
gainfully occupied during
the
months

a#

increased salaries

b*

increased aalntenanec
costs

4* The school plant would be
more fuliy utilised

c«

increased transportation
costs
\

&,

increased clerical and
administrative costs

3# Problem of accelerated
high school graduates who are
tod young for college
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Conclusions relating to the four- barter Acceleration

Han
1*

The operation of a school under this plan is

definitely xaore expensive,

this is true because net all of

the students are able to accelerate in their studies, and
year-round operation of the school entails an increase in
operational costs#
2*

Educators agree that, in the majority of cases#

acceleration is not desirable.

Therefore, the average

student would not only fail to gain any advantage from
acceleration# but he sight even suffer detrimental effects
because of it#

for example* he would, after being

accelerated in elementary school, be too im&tur© for high
school, and after completing 'his secondary education, he
would 'be too young for either college or regular work,

-hat

would bo done with theso students in this easel
3.

for those rifted students who are mature enough to

make the adjustment to college or high school at an early age,
the plan might prove to be of some benefit*

However, if

those students were accelerated indiscriminately, then great
harm might be done to them*
4*

The real advantage of the plan lies in its benefit
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to the slow learner*

It would give him the extra times ho

requires to assimilate the knowledge presented to him.

dth

this extra tim in which to learn, it would not he necessary
for him to re?oat grades or courses, and it would be possible
for him to complete his program of studies in the normal
span of twelve years*
5.

Since the plan involves the expenditure of a

considerable amount of mnoy, without providing any clearcut advantage for the majority of the students, its adoption
by the American public schools would not uproar to be
justifiable*
Tablet 19 - 21, at first glance, may appear to indicate
that the advantages of the plan outnumber the disadvantages*
However, a more careful study reveals that the plan’s
disadvantages are of such serious consequence to all concerned
that they would actually outweigh the combined advantages of
the plan*
It was noted that the greatest advantage in the plan
lies in its 'benefits to the slow learner, . It would seem
difficult to justify the organisation of an entire school
system according to the needs of its slower students.
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The il-;.kmth Aeceleratel Prorram?
Dr* Dean 0* Clark, head of the Department of education
4

at ilei&elberg ( <Mo ) College, has proposed this plan as a
possible solution to the problems of school housing and
finance, which confront American education today*
i

Clark states that many schools are so overcrowded that
the students, are forced to attend classes on a shift basis.
a Ms double-eeffsion fails to make sense to him*

If schools

are so overcrowded that double-sessions are nacessmy, it
seems illogical to have these same schools standing completely
idle for three months each summer*

Clark fools that this

wasteful practice is merely a camy-ovor from our agrarian
past#

Our educational system then, is still organised on

the basis of a way of life that has long since ceased to
\

exist*
Uo notes that the F<mr*Qu*rier Man wm the first
attempt to break away from the summer vacation tradition*
However, that plan was not a desirable solution to the
problem because of the administrative confusion it created,

? Doan 0. Clark. * uhy Hot an lL4kmth School Year? u
The School Executive* IXfYIJ. ( March 1958 }, p* 81*
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and the ?■ arenial Ill-will which resulted fro© the staggered
vacation, system*.
Clark proposes instead, m 11-month school year*

One

which would condense the present l^Vyear program into ten
/

years*

Thus, by accelerating the program and realising

more efficient utilisation of school facilities, he

reposes

to solve the problems of the dollar and classroom shortages
in Amtrieea education*
basic Charactorigtics of the flan -

Clarkfs proposal

is quite simple in its Banner of organisation*

The present

school term would merely be extended to eleven months*
Classes would convene in September, and would close at the
end of July#

The month of August would be reserved as a

vacation period, and there would be additional vacation
periods at Girlstms and faster#
<*>

'

Accuse of the extended

school year, the students could accewrlish mo re in each
academic tern, and. complete their elcMUtary^sccmdaxy
education at an earlier date*
Trorosed Advaatoges of the ?lm
1,

The student1s training is completed earlier*

Clark

points out that one of the troubles with our present-day
society is the fact that it takes too long to prepare for

IX
the arofessdons*
tin#

His | lan would help to cut dom on that

Acceleration would also accomplish a financial

savings, in that each school would bo able to handle a
greater number of students in a given amount of time*
Sin- la arlthvtio indicates that if students progress
through school in ten years instead of twelve, that the
schools uoiild he able to accomodate approximately 15 percent
more students in the course of twelve years*
2*

The slow Xeamerii, by having more time in which to

learn, could still complete their elesaentary-eecondory
education in the norma1 twelve years.

Thus, the program

would be of benefit to both the slower students, mad the
more talented students, who are capable of acceleration.
3*

Tm curriculum and instruction would be improved,

.because of the longer term, courses would have to be
reorganised.

This would provide lor more half-year courses,

an enlarged curriculum, and a general roevaluation of the
entire school program*
4.

The plan would bo a 'boost to post-graduate study*

high school graduates who were too young for regu.&r work,
would be encouraged to continue their education in technical
or vocational schools or college*

The plan might also
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reduce dropouts from school, since Host students, at high
school age, would bo too young to leave school#
5#

There would be less loss of learning on the part

of the students*

Clark notes that research studies have

proved that tho sunder vacation results in a considerable
loss of learning#

The 11-moath school year would lend a

greater continuity to the educative process#
6*

The problem of juvenile delinquency would be

reduced, since the students would be gainfully occupied in
school throughout ssost of the year*

In the rest* the lack

of pro' er supervision during the long $mm? vacation has
aggravated this r roblesa*
/

7#

The salary status of teachers would be improved*

Tho teachers would receive approximately a 20 percent
increase in annual salary#
8*

There would be fewer administrative problems, as

compared with the four~ quarter Plan#
however,

The investigator notes,

that there would be xsore administrative problems

with Clarke pro osal than with present systems of schoolyear organisation*

For example, Clark’s plan would entail

problems regarding transfer students, increased recordkeeping, and more frequent class reorganisation, due to the
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revised ourrio\\lxm*
9,

The school plant would not bo idle during tlxe

eraser months*

Thus, a greater utilisation of expensive

school facilities would be realised*
f

10*

The maintenance and repair of the school plant

could bo accomplished during the August vacation period,
and during the Christmas and lastor vacations*
Proposed Disadvantages .of the . Ian
There would mm. to be a considerable problem

1*

relating to the young accelerated graduates of this program#
They would, for the most part, .be too young for jobs or
,

college.

»

The colleges might bo able to accomodate most of

those who wished to pursue a higher education, by a
reorganisation of their pro-rams, but the majority of the
early high school graduates would be left idle*

Our larger

cities are already confronted with mm of the problems of
teen-age idleness#

It appears that sue i problems might be

multiplied with this system of school-year organisation#
If these early graduates were to compote on the labor
nariost, it is certain that this would draw strong op- osition
from organised labor#
In the Ikm&rk and -.lashville experiments, it was
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concluded that acceleration

not a desirable feature in

any extended school-year prograa#
2f

lot .all of the students would bo capable of

acceleration in school*

Therefore* the economy of this

proposal is largely theoretical*

At the &mm tim> because

of the longer school t$m§ the o-erational costs of the
school would be increased*
3*

The orov'oaal does not solve the problem of
0

overcrowded classroom where they already exist*

The plan

provides for a gradual increase in school ca acity* through
its progrwa of acceleration*

However, where overcrowded

classrooms and double-sees ions already exist* no i..ue late
relief is offered*
4#

The teachers would have lass opportunity for

professional growth through stianer study and educational
travel*
5,

The longer school year might mnm conflict with

the vacation plans of some families.

Also,

students

would be deprived of the opportunity to attend smi? camp*
’The tradition of the swr vacation is a string one,
and, without doubt, in some Instances it will he difficult
to overcome.

TABLE 22

Advantages

1* The student fs training
is completed earlier
2* Slow learners could still
complete their education in

the normal 12 years
%

durrioulua anil instruct*
ion would be ini" roved

4* holding power of the
school would” be increased*
and the plan would be a boost
to post-graduate study
S* Less loss of learning
with the elimination of the
long nvmmr vacation
•6# The dangers of idleness
and boredom, which accompany
the long Bmmr vacation,,
would 'be lessened

Disadvantages

1* rvtfolm of the early
graduates who are too young
Tor college or regular work*
2* Students would he tillable
to engage in mm# mwm*
recreational activities, mch
as camping

TABLE 23

sivaor

of tm aiwaj.tagss m msmKmvis of ths ljuaaira
ACCSiJEATIOH fUS Hi iiSiATIu, TO Mt TSAC OilS

Advantages

1, laproved a alary status
for teachers

Disadvantages

1. Less opportunity fop
rofosclonal growth through,
suaser study aad educational
trawl

mrmt&gj&n

1*

Gpgatop utilisation of

school facilities
2* the problem of Juvenile
dolinquoncy'mfht bo reduced

Bit (^vantages

1# Actual coo.aor^; of the plan
is only theoretical* since not
all of the students would be
able to ageelerate
2« Problem of the accelerated
graduates uho are too young
for college or regular'work
3* Ff»0:0$al does not solve
the problem of overcrowed
facilities v’hcro they already
exist
4+ feasible conflict with the
vacation lane of so&e families
*
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Conclusions Relating to the 11-• loath Accelerated

Program
1*

This proposal would seem to have som merit, in so

far as the student is concerned*

There would be a greater

continuity to the students educational experience, less loss
of learning between terms, and his education would be completed
at an earlier date#
However, acceleration creates .several serious problems#
Problems which involve the entire community, as well as the
individual student#

It is generally agreed that the

acceleration of all students is undesirable, and the early
experiences with acceleration, in Hewark and Aaehviile,
tended tc bear out this point#

4th Clark’s program, the

average student would be only fifteen years old when he
graduated from high school*

He would be too young for

employment in most jobs, and, in many cases, he would not
be sufficiently mature for college#

Here lies the major

problem in regard to any program of mass acceleration,

-hat

would be done with these young secondary school graduates?
ost~graduate study is proposed as a solution to this
problem by the author of the li-Aonth Accelerated

rograeu

let this would tend to negate the advantages of economy and
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acceleration, which he proposes in his program*

It seoras

likely that facilities would have to he made available for
euch post-graduate study# and that such vocational schools
would have to be constructed at public expense.

Also# the

/

student’s progress through school would, in reality, not be
accelerated at all*

Instead, the present course of study

would be condensed.into ten years, with one or more years
of vocational training to follow* Thus, Clark’s program
*
could not claim a solution to the problems of school*housing
and finance*

Instead, It could conceivably create new

problems along those lines*
2*.

from the stand: oint of the teacher, this proposal

offers an increase in annual salary*

However, it does

curtail opportunities for professional growth through
summer study*

It is not likely that this program could be

Justified on the basis of increased teacher salaries alone,
since some of the other features of the plan might prove
detrimental to the student and the community*
3*

If such a program were adopted, the curriculum of

tha Arc id can schools m dd have to undergo considerable
revision*

The students would study certain subjects at an

earlier level of maturity.

This might nrovo to be desirable.
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or it could result In the tt watering^down 8 of course content.
In order to effectively organise an accelerated progress*
such as the one which Clark proposes* a most careful
revaluation of the entire curriculum would be essential*
/

4*

The principal advantage in Clark’s pro osal would

seem to be for the talented student who is sufficiently
nature at the ago of fifteen to enter college*

This student

could cut down materially on the length of time required for
professional v-reparation*

However, since this type of

student is very probably in the minority, the organisation
of the entire school program for els benefit only, would net
seem to be practical or justifiable*
If the acceleration of superior students were doomed to
be imperative, then this could be accomplished, with fewer
difficulties, under present plans of school operation, such
as sumoivschool course® and advanced -lacenent programs*
5*

The Clark proposal does not solve the problem of

overcrowded classrooms and double-sonsions where they already
exist,

tlm construction is probably the only feasible

solution in those instances*

Therefore, since these

expenditures would have to made regardless of whether or not
the schools were organised under Clark’s system, it is very
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likely that his plan would be rejected, and a more
conventional plan of school organization would be retained,
because of the lesser problems involved.
In order to pain acceptance, any radical pro osal for
/

the reorganization of the American school must solve coxae
major problem which confronts our educational system.

In

solving the problem, the new plan must not create any new
problems of a serious nature.

The li-honta Acesierated

• rogram iocs not &mm, to comply with either of these practical
criteria.

It does not, m Clark proposes, solve the problems

of classroom and dollar shortages in American education, and
it does create several serious problems through its system
of mass acceleration#

/

CHAPTER VI

THE EEMSDlAL-EHRICeiElIT

R0GIU1B

The various plans and proposals* which falx into tins
general category, vary considersbly in organisation*

Soso

of the program are optional* while others provide for an
extension of the compulsory school year#

Some arc supported

by tax funds* and others are self-supporting*

However, in

all oases, the common denominator lies in the basic objectives
of the program of this type*

These may be listed as one, or

a combination of* the following*
1*

Remedial - students are allowed to make up work in

courses failed during the regular term
2*

Hnrichrjsnt - expansion and extension of the

students educational experiences
3#

Xmpxwenent of Instruction - by improving the

quality and professional standing of teachers, through yearround employment
The proponents of these plans argue that education is
a continuous process*

It does not begin in September and

automatically end in June.

In order to achieve continuity.
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the schools rmst ope rat* on a year-round basis.

It is also

argued that the student's educational experiences should
include learnings of a non-academic nature, in addition to
the formal academic courses*

Art, crafts* nusic, and

recreational activities are included in some of these
rrograns*
Finally, these urograms are being urged as necessary
for meeting the educational needs of the modern ago in which
*

m live*

As society has grown nore complex, knowledge has

increased, -and as a result there is now mm to learn*

-hat

was considered as advanced knowledge yesterday, is basic
*

today*

Because of this our schools require a longer time

aliottmemt than was necessary in the part*

It is argued that

we cannot moot the needs of today with a school-year which
was organised for the needs of a “ horse and baggy 11 era*
Optional Sums? lieiaedial-Enrichmeat Programs
The saner school dates back to the raid-nineteenth
century*

Originally, the summer program was organised for

recreational purposes.
remedial work*
allowed to take

Later, its primary function became

In some instances, superior students were
courses in order to accelerate their

progress through school*

Puis typo of s»p school has
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been cordon in many areas of the United States during the
past fifty years*
After Jo rid Jar II, a new type of sunder aohool came
into prominence*

lids was the summer program which was

designed for the educational enrichment of the students who
wished to

articipate in it*

This enrichment**type zxmMi?

school is often combined with the stunner remedial program*
Specific Charaote pisties of Some

rondneat Suiter

Keme&lal-Enrichment Progress
There are presently a nmbej* of conunitles operating
ausssor schools of various types*
has tailored its
educational needs*

In general* each comnanity

program to met its ornn particular
Therefore,, the specific characteristics

of programs of this type vary from place to place*
Florida* State of^ -

Florida’s Swser Educational

Enrichment I*rofma has been in o oration since 1947 in each
of the state’s 67 school districts.

The state assembly

passed enabling legislation in that year which authorised
the state to bear the full cost of this program*

The

* Z* Maynard and T* 0* Dailey* * Summer School Vith
a Differeneai fS National Education Association Journal,
WO. ( Kay ISSrTfTS^
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characteristics of the Florida program are listed as follows:
1*

The enrichment program is totally divorced from the

ressedial sunder session#

however, in isany cases, the two

share a peaceful coexistence in the nmm buildings*

In the

enrichment program there is no credit, no attendance
no forms! instruction in academic subjects, and
no remedial or

p work#

2* Some of the activities offered are* art, industrial
»
arts, homtiaklng, sailing, science,
dramatics,
judo, music, hobby stows, talent nights, TV prograw,
excursions, and family mights#
3*.

The emphasis in the program is on the general

educational values of wholes©m and constructive experience
for youth during the $wr months*
4*

The program stresses sehool-oomunity relations*

School activities are coordinated with those of coamnlty
groups*
5*

Teacher participation is optional*

2000 teachers

Approximately

artioi^ ate each summer, and they, are paid at

the sam rate as during the regular school year*
6.

In 1957, the total program cost $ 1,200,000#
>

•

was felt that this expenditure was justified for the

It

following reasons*
a*
b*
c*
d»

school buildings are mere fully utilised
the program aids la the achievement oi
physical fitness
prevention of delinquency is cheaper than the
cure ** since the inanimation of the program,
the delinquency rate in the state has"dropped
enrichment of the educational program for the
children enriches the state and the nation
o

Oia&ewater* Texas~

The Expanded Snwer Program in

Glade water is an example of the ramraer program in a small
{ population 5000*6000 ) community.

The objectives of the

program are as follow f
!♦

To conn lenient the schedule of the student needing

extra hours in vocational subjects in preparation for a job,
2*

To provide prospective college freshman with

needed review work*
3*

To accelerate the course for students who must

.work in support of their families*
4*

To provide recreational activities and facilities

for the students and the oosasunity*
An example of the types of activities offered followst

o

Ale ice Cline* {l A Twelve-Month Program in Gladewator
high School* ** Bulletin of the hatioival Association of
Secondary School Principals* ’ SSITT T irdveSSir TSdtTJ,

i¥. w '**

1
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1*
2,
3*
4«
5*
8.

reading clinic
recreational mltmlng
music
agriculture projects
homemaking projects
boys softball team

Glencoe, IIlinoia -

The summer program in Glencoe was

initiated in 1948, and since that time it has become known
as one of the sore prominent experiments with the Bwamv
enrichment-type plan*
The original intent of the program was to provide for
increased salaries for teachers, and the raph&sis was
primarily upon inssrd.ee training activities*

However, recent

years have seen m increased student interest in the progress,,
with the result that student enrichment has become an
important phase of the summer program*

The aims of the

Glencoe program, are listed as follows*
1*

To provide tine for teachers to prepare their work

for the coming year*

2%

To provide time for teachers to acquire increased

knowledge and competent in their subject and teaching

techniques*
3*

To provide time for teachers and pupils to

participate in personal growth and enrichment activities*
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4*

To provide time for teacher orientation, workshops,

and committee work which benefits the entire school system*
5*

To provide pupils with an opportunity for

concentrated activities in selected fields*
6*

To provide pupils with m opportunity for

individual enrichment*
7*

To provide for the pupil’s Individual growth

through special help#®
Borne of the characteristics of the Glencoe program ares
1*
teachers*

The program is optional for the students and
Since 1941", more than 88 percent of the teaching

staff have participated In the program*

The participating

teachers are ewployod on an 11-month basis, and they receive
a flat 20 percent increase in annual salary*
•'

All teachers

„

v

are on vacation during the month of August*4

® Marjorie A# Jbgnor* * Glencoe’s Summer Program Has
Two Aim - Comrateneo and Harielni*oni* n The Nation’s Schools*
LOT* ( October 1959 }, pp* 56-63*
“
4
From p* 2 of mimeogra had abstract* fiobort H* Shrove*
A Survey of Selected Schools Currently Oreratlag agtended

ffoKooT^^
ITreeTey, 1 "Colorado:
1955*

ilhHuhirsheff' ''dbcWrcX^
Colorado State College of Education,
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2*

Teachers participating in the program may be

assigned to one of the- following areas:
a,
h«
c*
&*
e*

advanced graduate study
workshop study
committee curriculum work
f«er educational or recreation program
ar roved educational travel
•i*

The rartici- ating teacher must agree to work, in this
program- for a minimum of four years*

Cue year of the four

la spent on campus, while the other years may he devoted to
graduate study, travel, or ituservloe training*

Ap rosimatcly

50 percent of the staff remai.no on the cam-us each summer*5
3*

Sabbatical leave, at full salary, is available to

teachers after three years participation in the program*®
4*

A planning committee of fifteen teachers and

administrators organises each summer session*

Teacher

assignments are made after consultation between the teacher
and the administrators**?
5*

In general, there has been a limited pupil

participation in the program*

® Marjorie A* Aogner*
. ® Robert II* Shrove*
^ Marjorie A. le.gnor*

on* oit,
on* oit*
or* cit*

pp* 53-63*
p* 2*

n. 63*

6*

Student fees are charged for some courses am

activities

7*

fhe coat of school operation, under this rlan,

has increased by approximately SO percent#®
8«

Since only one building is utilised in the sums?

mrogms, the problem of maintenance and repair is relatively
minor*
9*

Dr* John Stomig, Assistant Superixitendest of

Schools, terns the program a success in Improving inrtruction
and teacher competence*

He suggests that this program is

a possible solution to the question of merit rating*

lie

has stated*
n In its professional growth program, Glencoe sees
a practical answer to the growing concern over
merit rating, The career teacher i;lan suggests
that personnel policies which require participation
in a coordinated program of opportunities for
personal and professional growth can produce a
high*caliber staff* Coupled with definite means
for evaluation and elimination of misfits, the
plan can achieve what proponents of annual merit

® Hebert H* Shrew*
9 JMI»

10 Ml*

P* 2,
P*

2,

or* oit*

p* 2*

rating basically desire - an upgrading of the
quality of teaching*
»
Grand Island, liebraaka^ -

The extended surfer

program in Grand Island is comparatively new, and at the
present time it is of a wor® limited nature than some of
the older and mm established progmn of this typo.
The objectives of the program are twofold* namely}
student enrichment and teacher professional growth#
Same of the principal characteristics of the Grand
Island program are listed m followst
1*

The regular school year has been Increased to

190 days, and m optional summer enrichment program has boon
,

■

»

introduced#
2#

In 1989, there were 90 students enrolled in the

mm icr program#

This small number was due to the fact that

a great majority of the students in the community work
during the &\mmv months*
3*

The subjects offered in the 1959 miner program

John Sternig, 31 ikmnaup on hao fear«Roimd School* u
National Education Association Journal* XLYII# ( January

TOTFC———~—~—“
Letter,

Ueel Lawrence, i rincipal Senior iiigfc School,
Grand IsInM^lkbraeka to Charles A* Sanatoria* Jan. 29, 1900*
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wares

oriel literature. Typing, and Driver ildueation.

A

t

course in advanced science is being considered box* 1960*
4* A one-week rrc-eckool workshop program for all
teachers has been held for the past ten ye are*
—

The

vogrm

/ '

.

is organised and • leaned by the teachers, and is related to
their own particular needs *

An orientation j rogrrn for new

teachers is organised as part of the pre-school workshop*
5#

The Grand Island salary schedule encourages

teachers to travel am engage in graduate study*
lexl&gtoa* Kentucky -

The sm? prograa was organised

in 1948 on cm experimental basis*

The experi;.^ntal

rogram

was the remit of teachers1 demands for increased salaries,
and the superintendents proposal that a longer school year
be initiated to rake more efficient use of facilities,
equipments and professional personnel*The experimental
program proved snoots fal, and the wmz&r program is now a
V

regular part of the curriculum*
-*»

-oi*

The cliarac tori sties of the program are as follows
1*
teachers*

The program is optional fox* both studento and
Seventy-five to 80 percent of the teachers

Robert H» Shrove*

on* eit*

p* 3*

participate, at a 33 percent increase in salary,

Among the

students, there is a 16 to 27 percent participation in the
sumer propram*

The greatest student participation is at

the elemntary level, since many high school students engage
in sunr.er work.

There is no tuition charge to the pupils,

other than a small refreshment foe .for those attending the
day ea&p#3A
2«

Participating teachers are expected to complete a

five-year -' Ian of assignments.

They are on luiy in June and

July, and on vacation in August.

Three of the five cursors
r

are spent in service to the schools, one is spent in
professional improvement, and one in personal^prefessional
pursuits of the teacher** choice,

A groat deal of freedom

is allowed in the choice of the Utter.15
3.

The original exsspheels in the program was on

remedial work:, but now the emphasis has shifted to include
the ’enoral enrichment of r-noils. teachers, and adult citizens.^
4.

The activities for the pupils include!

14 Robert 11. Shrove,
15 Ibid*

P* 3*

16 Ibid,

p, 3.

on. cit#

P* 3,
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a*
b*
c*
d«
5*

wide range of academic courses
arts and crafts
field trips and excursions
turner day aanp - one weak for elementary pupils^7

The result of the program am lean that seven out

of tea pupils now graduate with more than the sixteen
required eredita*-^®
6#

The suxsDty program has indirectly provided a smooth

anti easy transition from segregated to integrated schools*^
7*

the repair and maintenance of the schools is a

minor problem* since not all of the buildings are used during
the mmmv*

those in auzataer use are repaired during the

August vacation period*®
8*

The masser wmvm has increased the educational

costs of the eoaeuaity by approximately 1? percent.21

17 Hebert B, Shrove,

oj>. eit*

p» 3.

1® worry Henderson. " Shy Close Spools in Suwor? *
Colliers. Om.ni, ( toss 22, 1956 }, p. 94*

19 Mi«

p*

94.

29 National Education Association, The All-Year School.
( nloBo. ) Washington, D. C. The National Muoation
Association, 1958. p. 8,

^ Ibid,

p. S.
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Lubbock, Texas^

The summer urogram in the Lubbock

schools is optional, and operates on the elementary and
secondary levels*

The nvsmov session varies from two to

cis weeks in length, and includes both remedial and
enrichment activities*

Tuition is charged to those who take

*

courses for credit, otherwise the program is free*

A 50

»

or cent partial ation by the teachers is needed for the
successful operation of the summer program*
ijontgoaegy County, :-aryland^»

A recent article in

the KBS TOKK TIMES made note of the fact that Montgomery
County hag adopted optional year-round classes in its public
schools, and that in the mmmv of I960, 675 teachers will
be employed on a 12-month basis with an average salary boost
of $ 1,100*
The objectives of the program are s
1*

To provide pupils with better learning
*

opportunities*

£2 Horace 0* Hart soli*

u The fweive-^onth School* 11

national Association of Secondary School iriacipals bulletin*

mmr ( vss^vTmirvT^

—

-"——

^ Grace and Fred M* iieohinger* tt Should School Beep
All Tear Round? fl The Hew York Times* ( January 24, 196G~),
Section 8, p* 9*
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2*

To pay teachers higher salaries*

3*

To provide an inservioe training program for

teachers.
The total cost of inis program has been estimated at
$5.5 million.
The llewton Summer ■ School is

hewton, Massachusetts^

organised for the purpose of accomplishing the following, in
regard to the students participating in the program.
1.

To gain FLEXIBILITY of elective choice in the

regular school year by completing successfully one of the
courses offered for credit*
2*

To attain DEPTH in a subject of special interest

in order to elect more advanced work in the regular school
year*
3.

To ACCELEE&TE their studies, -and, if the program is

approved, to complete graduation requirements in a shorter
time*
4,

To get a BETTER FOOI1DATIOH and UP-GRADE MARKS in

subject they are now pursuing*
• «

y

^ Lewton Schools,

uQwtonvillo, Hass.

•

K

hewton Sumer Sciiool Julie tin*

Iwton While Schools, 1559*

3pT
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5*

To EH8IGH background with now xaaterial under

interesting and interested teacher*
8.. REMEDY DSfICIEHCIIS in areas of special problems.
7*

To MAKE UP CREDITS lost during the year.

8*

To PREVIEW a subject to bo taken in the fall*

The kewton Sumer School has boon in operation for
eighteen years*

It has grown from 150 students and a handful

of teachers, to a school of 1200 students from 103 different
schools, with a staff of 43 teachers and 25 interns who
taught a total of 88 classes in 25 subjects in 1958*
Som of the characteristics of the program ares
1*

wine teen percent of the students of Kewton High

School participated in the program in 1958*

It should be

noted, however, that numerous students from other schools
\

wore also in attendance*
2*

The original intent of the program was in review

for students who had failed subjects*

In 1958, only 25

percent of the students enrolled for that reason*
3*

A complete program of regular and enricnment-tyro

academic courses is offered*
4*

Tuition is charged of all students*

5*

A miniriium of 28 days attendance is required of all
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students who enroll in any course*

Classes mot during the

inorning for a six~week period#
8*

Full credit is granted to students who successfully

oomrlete courses#
/

the Newton schools also operate three other sailer
program in cooperation with local universities*

A#

The Harvard University - Newton Sumer Program **

This is a cooperative teacher-training plan which uses
members of the faculty and student teachers from the harvard
Graduate School of Education#

The senior high school

r rograa is part of the regular Newton Sumer School, hat its
courses are designed primarily for the superior student*
This program also functions on the junior high and elementary
levels#
3*

Harvard - limit on Summer Institute in Guidance -

This is a special internship program in guidance.

The

inters are assigned as counselors to regular Newton High
School students who are enrolled in the summer program*
C,

Tufts University - Newton Educational Clinic -

This in a special remedial program in reading, spelling, and
related, areas for selected eleroeatary school, pupils*

It

also serves as an intensive inservice training program for
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a limited number of Newton teachers*
Morris* Tennessee^ primarily recreational*
1#
2#
3*
4,

The sum or program in Morris is

The curriculum includes:

Safety, health, and recreation
Sewing, dress-design, cooking, canning, personal
grooming, and child-care
finger painting, beginner’s music, and farm shop
classes
Entertainment - movies and softball

«

Riverside, California^ -

The summer program in the

Riverside schools includes comprehensive offerings in
academic, enrichment, required, and review courses*

The

objectives of the program are primarily enrichment and
remedial#
The characteristics of the Riverside Summer Session
are described as followsI
1#

The program was adopted in 1961, as an outgrowth

»

.of the mmmv recreational program*
2*

The program is optional*

A total of 231G students

participated in 1968*

9*

4.

3#

~

Only the most skillful and best qualified teachers

25 Horace C* H&rtsell*

or* cit#

p* 32*

^ Riverside City Schools# Summer Session Bulletin#
( mixaeo# ) riverside, California. Hvorslab City Schools,

1959, 3p#
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are employed*
There h no tuition charge*

4*

All hooks are furnished

by the schools*
The sm%MV courses are fully equivalent to those

5,

offered during the regular school year*
6f

Opportunity classes are conducted for children

whose IQ exceeds 120*®*
The Riverside Sun*? Session was developed gradually
over the years in an effort to hotter a»ot the educational
needs of the coni vanity*

The great success of the progwaa

has been attributed to th# efforts of an education*mindod

community*
Roanoke, Virginia*^ v&mmtum'nmw

The mmmv school in Roanoke

was organised in m effort to achieve greater utilisation
of school facilities, enrich the student's educational
experience, arid provide an opportunity for remedial work for ,
the students.

^ Rational Education Association*

Roanoke City Public Sobooli*
Report.

Roanoke, Virginias

on* cit#

p* 9*

Superintendent*s
the Public l:cKooIsfT ¥oIiiiice

111 and IV, numbers 30, 1, and 0*

1989#
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Characteristics of tho program are*
1,

Ilia program is optional#

In i960* approximately

1608 pupils vrere enrolled in grades 7 <* 12#
2#

Acceleration is possible in certain cases of

gifted students who have sufficient maturity, and have their
educational and professional goals already established#
8#

Special courses are offered for prospective

college freshmen*.
4#

A nominal tuition fee is charged.

It is noted

that the 1960 eum or session will probably m tuition-free.
5,

The school principals x*eeomended air-conditioning
*

i

for those buildings which are utilised for summer classes#
8#

Students interviewed by Superintendent hnehton,

indicated that they enjoyed stumer classes more, and learned
more than during the regular school year*
7#

A comprehensive program of remedial and enrichment

courses is offered during the summer tom#
Rochester# IdLanesota -

The summer program in Rochester

was organised in the summer of 1946*

In that year, teachers

were given the ortion of ton or eleven-month contracts#

The

principal reason for the establishment of the program was
the desire to raise the teachers salaries, and to raise the
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professional status of the teachers**®
the original esphasis in the program ms on
recreational activities*

However, concern developed that

the public schools were not using professionally trained
poorle to full advantage by assigning than to the recreation,
program.

Iron the program1e inception, the largest number

of teachers wore esr- ,.oyed in this phase of the roxamer session*
A study of . the total program ms conducted, and the findings
were -revealed in the w FitsgeralA Report* 11

The result was

a new approach to the sxmmr program* which was ado? ted in
1987*58*

The primary es^hasis from then on was to bo on

educational services for the student, and inserviee training
for the teachers*

The recreational phase of the program

was to be gradually turned over to the mmsmitg, and
divorced from the educational rrogrm.30
At the present time, the following activities are
included in the bxbsmp program*

These are listed in their

order of importanoei

® iioohester Public Schools* History of the Tear
Around Program* ( MIj&bo* ) Boehea iel^'^SSiSsota; tKo
Wiooli, April 15, 19S9* Ip*

30 ibid*

r*

U
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1*

Inscrvice training far teachers
a*
b#
c*

2*

Continuation of traditional services
a*
b#

3*

student courses for credit
remedial services

Enriotoent learning experiences
a*
b*

4*

within the fraraewcrk of the school
mmmr school attendance
educational travel

academic courses for talented students
acadanic-enrickaent courses

RoevMtlm

{ to be gradually eliminated }^

homo of the outstanding features of the program are
listed as fellowst
1.

the program is optional for students and teachers#

Until the program was reorganised in 1907-58, approximately
92 percent of the teachers participated, at an average
increase in salary of $ 400#

Mo definite data was available

concerning student participation, other than a statement to
the effect that participation was highest at the elementary
level, and lowest in the senior high school group«32

31 Rochester Public Schools# The &roer Program#
Rochester, Minnesota} the Public ScSools, hRme fi,'T9o8#
national Education Association#

Or> cit#

p* 8*

p* 2*
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2#

Only 11 career* teachers ,f nay participate in the

ll-month program*

A new teacher becoms eligible after two

years in Rochester, and mm moornmndation of the
administration*

The Rochester authorities expressed the

hope that this approach would give the program truly
professional

statue*^

T

3,

Teacher orientation is conducted for a period of

fifteen clays in August#^
4*

All teachers and students are on vacation during

the month of August#
5.
problem*

The maintenance and repair of the schools is no
Ail school® are closed from about July 25th to

August 30th, and not all buildings are used in the awner#3$
6#

The program 1ms increased educational costs by
'

%

about $ 100,000 to $ 150,000*

\

The total educational budget

in Rochester is approximately $ 3 million*^0

33 Rochester Public Schools#

History#

op*.cit#

3^ State of Minnesota# A longer School Year#
St* Pauli Department of EduontTfia, KSS# p* 6*
33 Eohert H* Shreve*

on* cit#

p# 1#

( proa# )

p# 4#

33 Rational Education Association#

on* cit#

p. 8*
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mouth Park District Schools - Bcauiaont, Toms -

The

type program was operated in the South
-ark schools { a school district within the city of Beaumont }
during the late 1940s* *

The program was discontinued when

the school board refused to grant further increases in
teac ler salaries*

It developed that teachers in other parts

of the state were receiving nim^mnth salaries which were
equal to, or greater, than the 11-month salaries of the
South Park District*^
Prior to the abandonment of the program, the summer
session included*
lt

Academic classes - make-up credit allowed, but not

advanced credit for graduation
'tt'nV

2#

Xaserviee training for teachers

S,

Recreational programs

The program was operated during the-months of dune and
July, with the month of August reserved as a vacation varied*
Student attendance was optional, and the program included *
provision for night classes and activities for adults*
♦

4

«

Harry Henderson*

*

t

*

It*.

on* cit*

p* 94*
•

38 Horace 0* Hartseil*

op* pit*

i

p# 28*

*

-

•

At the "-reseat time only tie recreation and nusic
programs are in operation*
Other Potable Experiments with the Staler

i

rogram -

According to a recent national education Association survey,39
the schools of Centerline, Michigan,. Denver, Colorado, and
bevittown* he?/ York are also noted as having outstanding
ty o pTQgmm*

fto researcher was unable

to secure information concerning* these programs, hence they
ware not included in this study*
,: ror osed Advantages of the Program
1,

An opportunity is afforded gifted students to

receive the benefits of study during the suwer, either m
acceleration of their normal courses of study, or advanced
work la their field of areola! interest*
4>

2#

She average student may accelerate in his regular

work, or take advantage of special cultural activities to
enrich his educational experience*
3*

Tine retarded or slow student can get »i acini

attention and remedial work which will aid in hie further

development*

39

national Education Association*

on* cit* r* 9*
**a
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4*

Curriculum study, construction, and revision and

other workshop activities result in improved teaching, and
improved school programs*.
5*

the program achieves improved economic and

professional status for teachers*

Year-round omployi^nt

offers increased salary and true professional, rather than
part-time, status for the teacher*

Under this plan, teachers

also have an opportunity to advance professionally without
undue financial burden*
6*

The aumncr session offers an excellent opportunity

for an effective program of nev*-teaeher orientation*
7.

During the simmer, teachers have an opportunity

to work with children in different ways*
broader experience for the teacher.

This results in a

Teachers also get to

know their students bettor in the small summer classes, and
they also have the opportunity to study the records of their
regular students for the coming term, and to discuss these
students

with the teachers and counsellors who have had

previous contact with those students*
8*

Teachers and adults benefit from the increased

cultural activity in the community, if they choose to
participate*

9.

Sumer school Is optional, and does not cause any

conflict with family vacation plans#
10#

There is little difficulty in mlat&lniag the

physical

i&nfc, since not all buildings are utilised for the
/

Sumer program, and all schools are closed during the month
of August#
Pro oged Disadvantages of the ■ rogram
1*

The extended $wzmr program increases the total
*

educational costs.

Some of the programs studied were self-

supporting because of tuition fees, however, such iocs may
limit student ; artieipation, and many feel that the program
should he tuition**free*
2#

Because the program is optional, only a small

percentage of the students may elect to participate#

Th.ua,

the return on the added educational investment may be small#
from an educational point of view, this seems to he the
greatest shortcoming of the programs of this type*

In all

but a few cases, participation in the programs was relatively
light#

Many students who night benefit greatly from

sxmmv

classes and activities do not attend#
3*

Through the suMr^enriehsMmt type programs,

parents might lx? releasing to the school some of the functions
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of child, training and ca re which raight kit ter bo retailed
in the hone*

There is little doubt that through such euxomer

program the school is taking on added responsibility for
tho child* s tine and trailing*

The question which must be

resolved is whether or not this is desirable*

Also, which

facets of the child*3 training should the school leave
strictly to the hooe?

It would seen that if the school

United its function to educational pursuits of strictly an
academic, enrichment* or remedial ty e, that cueh objections
might be xaini&ieed*

the basic problem of the responsibilities

of the school and tha km® is too general and fajvreaching
in scope to be considered In this study, and a separate
research would be required in any attempt to resolve such
a basic problem.

TIBIA 25

siMhAHY of the mimms m disadva: stages of
TEE OPTIMAL SIjHMK REMEDIALEriEXCHMEIlT
FMGPJIE in flKUfICH TO THE frJDESTS

Advantages

1# Op- ortu&lty for* gifted
students to accelerate or do
advanced work in their field
of interest
2# Average student my
accelerate or take special
enrichment courses
3. Slow learner can get
special attention &xi&~
medial work
4. Xirroved instruction
bene fits the student

Disadvantages

1* Uhor® tuition is charged,
some students are deprived of
opportunity to participate
2* Aany students who might
benefit from the mimaer
program do not participate

TABLE 2G
siei: Arar o? the

mm ms m

disadvantages of

THE OPTKML SiS© KEMEDIAL»ElliIffiLSST
F805R11S II? raSLAIICB TO THE TEACHERS
«■—' W.MH.
/

.<»m.

Mvaat&ges

1*

proved economics and

?rof«s«ionAl status
2* I&sepvie* training and
workshop activities result
in improved instruction
3« Excellent opportunity
for new-teachor orientation
4, teachers get to know
their students 'better
3, Teachers benefit from
the increased cultural
activities In the coimaunity,
if they care to participate
8. Teachers have an
opportunity to advance
professionally without undue
financial strain

Dico&vaufc ages

1# because of limited -u. il
participation* many qualified
teachers are unable to
participate in som of the
simd? programs
k* Bom of the eusaaer programs
give little attention to the
inservioe training of teachers
S* because of tie high
percentage of student
participation on the elementary
leYe.4 the teachers have little
time for inservioo training or
workshop *ctivitiec

TABLE 27

Ms advantages

Advantages

I* educational needs of all
students as*® better nrovi&ed
for

1# educational costs are
increased

2#

2*

Improved educational
program benefits the
community m well as the
individual student
0

r

¥»<**•;ii

4 gy

4* 4 irv#$ fo 1

thus there ia no conflict
with family vacation plans
4, Adults may benefit from
many of the activities in
the program, if they choose
to participate
5« More efficient utilisation
of faci Alios and professional
personnel

-Because of the nail
percentage of students
participating, the returns on
the added educational investment
mg be too small
3# iarente my be releasing
to the school some functions
of child training and care
which night better be retained
in the Mm
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Conclusions Elating to the Optional Smarter, **emedialdnrichnent Type Program
1*

The program appears to be of do finite advantage to

all students who participate in it*

However, the problem is

to achieve a greater percentage of student participation than
is now tho case*

In order to accomplish this, it will be

necessary to determine the reasons why student participation
is low, and than to .find the means of overcoming these
conditions*
2*

One mam of gaining greater student participation

would be In making the program tuition-free*
3,

Teaching is changed from a part-time to a full-time

profession*

through inservice training programs, workshops,

and other - revisions for professional improvement, instruction
and the overall educational program is improved*
4*

The orientation program gives new teachers the

opportunity to do a mom effective job.

It would seem

desirable to have the new teachers * break in * during the
summer as assistants to more experienced members of the staff*
5*

In order to achieve the full benefits of the

summer program, it would seem desirable to include provision
for all of the following activities:

X74
a*
b#
c*
d*

l&wiQtetmnt classos
Heme&ial classes
Insorvico training for teachers
Professional growth for teachers * through
graduate study and educational travel

At present, not all svmmv program are organised to
/

include oil of these activities*
o*

From m educational point of view, there a-ears

to bo no serious disadvantage in this type program, other
than the factor of limited student participation*
7*

In return for the increased investment in the

educational program, the community receives the following
benefits!
a*
b*

Increased utilisation of facilities and
professional personnel
An educational program which better serves the
needs of the student and the community

In evaluating the program, the individual community
»

must dotemine whether or not these benefits justify the
increase in educational costs*

The community and the school

met also determine the function of the school in relation
to child training and care, in order that the school does
,
#
not encroach uran the prerogatives of the heme in this res ect*
Such domination will vary with the individual community*
8.

A summer program organised fox* recreational
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purposes does not appear to be justiciable*

The io ■. .owing

quotation typifies the current attitude, in many areas,
toward recreational activities in the nmmv school,
11 It may be seriously questioned whether any no my
raised for educational purposes, can be used with
propriety for purely recreational nur oses* Such
expenditures drain away educational dollars,
involve the services of the professional staff
which more rro-.erly might he' alloyed elsewhere,
and require the schools to provide a conmity
service for which, according to the Fitrgeraid
survey report* they are not administratively

organised#^ u
9.

The Optional Smm? iiemedial-Snrichmont Program

seems to have considerable merit*

It has met with success

wherever it has been adopted, and the number of schools
4

operating such a program increases each year*

let, considering

the fact that those programs have been in existence for
almost fifteen years, acceptance of them has bean slow in
coming*

The available evidence arrears to support the

conclusion that the reason for this is dm to financial
factors*

That is, the majority of American school districts

have numerous problems relating to the financial support of
their schools, and they apparently feel that they cannot add
to the financial burden of the taxpayers by adopting the more

40 Rochester Public Schools*
F* 5»

Sumer urogram* op* cit.
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expensive

type program#

-hen eurreylsg the Hat of those eommitles operating
successful program' of this type, the writer is impressed by
the am outstanding characteristic of these communities, the
fact that all are relatively wealthy,

Stave, in-his study,

ascertained that many other financially able school districts
would also be interested in this type orograa if the
auminietration, teacher#, and ooiasunity were mdo a^rnro of
*

the potential possibilities fop the la rovooent of
educational servicea*^

Hobert E, Shrove,

on, cit.

p, 7,
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The Cox&vjlsory Eenodi al~dnrichment Programs
The Compulsory Homed1&1~Earichzsent Programs differ
from the Optional Sumer Remedial-Enrichment Programs in two
resrectsf
1*

They provide for an extension of the compulsory

school year*
2*

Thus, all students are required to * artier ate*

In the ooisrulsory programs there is no special

provision made for the Isrrovemont of instruction, through,
professional growth activities for teachers*

However,

provision for such activities might easily be imde if desired*
The common characteristic shared 'by the compulsory and
the optional programs is the fact that they both seek to
enrich the student’s educational experience, and provide for
remedial work for the slow learner*

doth program are based

on the rremise that the educational needs of today are not
being adequately provided for in the traditional 10G~day
school year*
Tho Grcider Tlan^ -

This plan provides for an extension of

the compulsory school year from 160 to 20G days*

It has

^2 Galvin Greider* * Let’s Lengthen the School Year. *
The Nation’s Schools* DUX* ( August 1958 ), pp* 20-29*
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been proposed by Dr* Calvin Groider, professor of school
aotainistcation at the University of Colorado.

Oroider feels

that the main business of children is learning, and the min
business of teachers is teaching, and he organises hie vIon
with those two factors in mind*
In citing the need for a longer compulsory school year,
Greider quotes from a resolution adopted by the 1983 regional
conventions of the Mwlean Association of School
Mmlrdstratom, which urged the adop tion of an extended
school-year for all pupils,
* There is now more to teach and la am than can
be accomplished with high quality in the
present time allotment* *.*that cannot he
accomplished in the traditional nine month®
of schooling* tt
Secondly, he argues that the present 9^*month tern is
a professional drawback to teachers*

Teachers cannot gain

in salary status, or be considered as a professional group,
until they are employed on a full-time basis as arc the
membem of other professional groups *

It is difficult to

convince the taxpayer that teachers are unique in the lx*
vacation requirements*

Gredder also notes that there are

now several communities ( e*g*

Glencoe, Ill*, Koohester,

*

kinn*, and others ) which hire teachers on a year-round
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basis in order to provide thorn with higher salaries*
Braider dismissed the old Four-Quarter •Plan as a
possible solution to these problem for the following
reasons j
1.

There are more then forty administrative problems

inherent in that system of organisation*
2*

The actual number of school days is cut*

3*

Ilia plan offers little financial advantage*

Instead, Greider proposes a 200-day school year*

This

longer term would allow more time to meet the increased
demands on today's curriculum, it would provide for a greater
utilisation of school facilities, and it would provide higher
«

salaries for the professional staff*
Basic Characteristics of the Plan
1*

Elementary level -

Orel dor proposes a 5-hour day

which would run from 9i00 All to 3:15 PM, with an hour and a
quarter lunch period*

This would provide for 1000 hours of

annual classroom instruction, an Increase of more than 10
percent over present time allotments*
2*

Secondary level -

Here Greider offers two possible

methods of organising the school day*
a*

The first, which is preferred by Greider, would

100
rrovido for a 7-hour school day, which would ran from 8s30 AM
to 4:30 B4 with one hour off for lunch.

This would provide

for 1400 hours of annual instruction, an increase of more
than 35 percent over the present 18Q-*&ay tom*

With this

increased time allotment* Oroide? would include all extraclass activities within the fra®work of the school day*

lie,

foals that this would be the answer to ororomphasis on extracurricula? activities, by increasing the emphasis on, the
curricular program*
b*

The second plan would be utilised in instances

where the first might prove unworkable*

this alternative

would provide for a school day of 5 hours find SO minutes*
which would run rrom 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM, with a 40 minute
lunch period*

'This would provide fox* 1027 hours of annual

instruction, an increase of more than 10 percent over the
present system of orp&igfction*
In the organisation of the 200-day school year, Oreider
also offers two alternate plans.

The first, outlined in

Table 28, is preferred by Oroide? because it provides for
short and freouent vacation periods*

The second, outlined in

Table 29, follows a more conventional two-semes ter plan*

TABLE 2B
ORE IDEE FUJI A - CEGAlilSAflGB OF A ft ICAL SCHOOL YEAR

Quarter

Lays
/

Period of Attendance

Vacations

'

*-

Fall

52

August 18, 1958 to
October 31, 1958

Labor Lay
Conventions - 2 days

*

( 1 week vacation )
Pinter

60

November 10, 1958 to
January 30, 1959

Thanksgiving - 2 days
Christmas - 8 days

( 1 week vacation )
5* ring

49

February 9, 1959 to
April 17, 1959

Good Friday

( 1 weak vacation )
burner

49

Arril 27, 1959 to
July 3, 1959

iLmorial Lay
Fourth of July
\

( $vm&p Vacation - oppraxioately 7 week* )

SEBiDEit vim b

-

ommizmm of a typical school yeah

Semester

Oay»

Period of Attendance

Vacations

i

100

August 18* 1958 to
January 23* 1950

Labor Day
Conventions - 2 days
Thanksgiving ** 2 days
Christmas - 2 weeks

2

100

January .27, 1959 to
June 23* 1959

Easter - 1 week
memorial Lay

( Summer Vacation - 8 weeks )

Proposed Mvantagee of the Plan
1*

The plan provides the additional tim necessary to

met the needs of mid* twentieth century education,*

It

provides time for the enrichment of the student’s educational
experiences*, and tim for remedial work* when necessary*
2*

There is leas loss of learning by the students

because of the elimination of the long suwer vacation*
Several studies conducted during the past forty years show
that loss of learning occurs during the summer so that
children are loss advanced in certain courses in September
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than they were the preceding Jims* 43
3*

The dangers of idleness and boredom* will oh

accompany the long umm* vacation, are reduced,
4*

Thera is a nore efficient utilisation of school

facilities and professional personnel*
5*

The plan provides for increased economic status

for the teachers*

Oreider suggests a 10 percent increase

in teachers salaries,,
6,

Time could he provided for the inservice training

of teachers, and professional te mmmnt programs, by
having teachers work on an ll-month contract*

Thun, the

teachers would have a four-week euaour vacation, and three
to four weeks for professional improvement activities*
7.,

The plan provides for improved educational
v

v

cervices, and improved instruction*
8*

because a $w»er vacation reriod is still retained,

there would be little interference with family vacations*
%

The maintenance and repair of school facilities

would be no great problem, since such work could still be
done during the euroer vacation, period*

43 state of Minnesota*

0£*

cit*

p. 11*
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Proposed Dlsaavtmtaf-os o£ iho 1 lan

■ mt.i^tuiWKW
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The plan would involve an increase in educational

coats* '
2*

In

states, state aid to education is

apportioned on the basis of a ISO*day school year*

If

Qraldar’s plan were ado'ted, enabling legislation would be
required to remove these restrictions*

while this is a

relatively minor disadvantage, the opponents of school-year
extension might be able to use this as a means to prevent
the plan’s adoption.*
Opinion Foil of School Administrators Concerning the
w.c.*

<m»i <PIMP*I*

Groideg riaa44 -

mv«»*+

< ***** IV'WT**0+*+«*p.

■*-—.**»»>«M**»****»***»*««»■—*■«.«»u« *.*>18*1*

■.«i.r*rii*i*ii*W* —•»*»»*»'

In December of 1958, KATIGU*S SCHOOLS

published the results of an opinion roll which concerned
itself with the question of school-year extension*
the questions included in the
Graider’s - lan*
of Han B*

Two of

ell were concerned with

The first called for approval or disapproval

Only 16 percent of the respondents approved of

the plan, while 82 percent rejected it*
dealt with Flan A*

The second query

Seventeen percent of the respondents

^ Nation1© Schools* * Opinion Poll - Lengthening the
School Year*
Flic Nation’s Schools* LXII. ( December 1958 },
P*
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reacted favorably toward 11m A, mile 77 percent rejected
it*

The following statement* by a school superintendent* was

selected as being typical of the reasons cited for tho
rejection of the Groidor Proposal*
w To mho a sweating change in this direction
would create a complex adainistrativo problem
and would create great parental opposition* n
This investigator would hocitate to accept this
statement as a valid argument against Oroide**» plan*

It

does not seam logical to reject any worthwhile educational
program on the basis that it would create problem for the
administrator*

The school is charged with imparting a

quality education to our youth.

It is the function of the

administrator to a©a that this is accomplished, regardless
of the clerical problems which might arise*
Secondly, parental opposition to the plan is a
questionable factor*

It is true that the old Four*-juartor

i'laa aroused considerable parental opposition because of its
system of staggered vacations*

However, the broiler

reposal

excludes the staggered vacation system, and thus, parental
opposition to the plan, in this respect, might he limited*
There is som possibility, however, that parents might object
to the increased cost of the plan*
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sxmm

of t ii AD?AiffAGEs hid
of the
G8SIDKR IIAII IB EEUTK® f0 THE S? OMITS

——r——
Mvaattget

1, FrovlAts for gtmter
continuity in student’s
education, and osriohsaeat
of hi® educational
experiences
2* Provide*
tine for remedial work

3#

loss loss' of learning

4* Dangers of ®vmmv
idleness and boradojs art
reduced
5* Improved educational
ser/ieas and instruction

Disadvantages

1#. Might liiait student’s
opportunity to earn mousy
through sums? mtk

TABLE 31

sur«&Ky or the mmms tm tnswmms of ths
OREIDSR FLAT-1 IS RSL&TIOfi TO TEE TEACHESS

Advantages

X# lisp roved economic and
professional statue
2#

Improved aduoatioiml

services and instruction
3* Provision could be
made for a professional
Sir rovraent* program for
the teachers

Disadvantages

1* Opportunities for Bvmm r
*£udy~ mould be curtailed

TABLE 32

Mvantages

1* proved educational
services and instruction

Disadvantages

!•• Increased educational
costs

for the youth of the

community, and an
educational program which

is mm in keeping with the

needs of cun jaodem society

g* Little or no interf#ranee
with family vacation plans

V
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Gone lug ions Re fating to the Greidor Flan
1*

If we accent the fact that the educational needs

of today are greater then those of the

&st, then wo must

conclude that our schools either need more tins to accomplish
their task of educating our youth, or that more efficient
use must ho made of the time presently allotted to education*
The Oroidep Flan, as do the other plans of the remedialenrichment type, assumes that the former conclusion is the
answer to this problem and that our schools need more time
in the form of a longer school year#
2#

The Ore Her Plan provides for a relatively simple

mm$ of gaining the extra time which our schools need, and
in doing so, the plan does not incur any serious educational
or social disadvantages*
3#
students*

The plan would be of advantage to all of the
It would provide for m improved educational

program, and improved Instruction*

The curriculum of the

average and the gifted learner would be enriched, and the
slow learner would have increased opportunity for remedial
help,
4*

The greatest advantage of the plan to tho teacher

lies in the fact that it would provide him with an increase
a
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in annual salary* and give hi is a more professional status,
the teacher would no longer be considered a

art-time semi-

professional, and by working on a year-round basis* as do
the members of other professions* the teacher would bo
better able to justify his requests for future salary
increases*

Thus, teaching might bo eventually elevated to

the economic status which it deserves,
5,

the principal disadvantage in Grai&er’s plan is the

fact that it will cost more money*

This may be one of the

reasons why it has not been well-received in American
education*

uur/ school districts claim that they are barely

able to support present 180-day programs*
However, the writer feels that there is still another
more important factor which is responsible for the pirn’s
lack of .acceptance*

That is the fact that the demand® upon

modern education are not as yet considered to be serious
enough to warrant a drastic reorganisation of the traditional
school year*

Only as educators are able to impress upon the

public the gravity of the situation, will the public be
willing to provide the necessary lands for the sup ort of
an extended school-year program which will meet the needs of
our modem society.

The investigator feels that this factor
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in very probably the key to the problem of gaining acceptance
for the extended school-year#

for it is difficult to believe

that we, as a nation, arc unable to rrovide the funds for
the operation of a high quality system of public education*
Ivtm during the darkest days of the Great Depression of the
1930s, few mmmnlilm were forced to abandon public education*
In view of this fact, it may bo assumed that today, in mush
better economic circumstances, we can certainly support a
program of much higher quality*

She problem is to make the

public aware of the danger of failing to operate such a
quality system of public education*
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The 210-Day School loon -

The basic prlnairim of this ’"lan

were proposed by V* R* Gardosiea^5 in 1087*

In 1958, the

State of Minnesota^ conducted a research project on the
extended school-year, and the published report of that
research included a more complete organisation of Oardosier1^
basic ideas*

Thus, the 210-Day Plan, as- presented heroin,

is a coxsposite of the data from both sources*
The 210-Day Plan is based on the assumption that the
eveivincreasing educational needs of our youth should be the
uppermost consideration in any plan for extending the school
term*
The principal reasons for the traditional 180*day
school year no longer exist*

Our way of life has undergone

great changes within the past century*

Only a small portion

of the copulation is now engaged in full-time farming, and

fm children are needed for cumber farm -work*

State and

Federal laws now restrict the employment of minor children
to the point whore their labors are no longer of any groat

■5 V. R» Car&ozier. " For a 210-Day School Tear. "
Fhl Delta Raman. XXX7III. ( larch 195? ), pp. 240-842.
^6 state of Minnesota,

op, cit.

pp, 10-15,
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importance on the economic scene*
In the past, .man vm forced to devote most of hie time
and energies towards sustaining blase If and his family, and
education was considered a luxury*

Today, for the first

time in history, the production of both necessities and
luxuries requires a relatively small amount of human effort*
how m have the necessary tins to devote to the educational
needs of our youth*

la fact, there is now

00

much time

available that the worthy use of leisure Is becoming a
problem for our youth*
As our society has changed from simple-agrarian to
cornulex*technological, so have the needs of our youth
changed*

It is evident that more knowledge and understanding

are necessary to get along in today’s .world than was the case
even a generation ago*

What was advanced knowledge then,

Is often considered eleusmtary today*

Before the *■ resent

age of electronics, automation, and the atom, an elementary
education was considered sufficient, and the high school
diploma was a mark of distinction*

Today, this lias changed*

A high school • diploma is a minimal require rant, and a college
*

*

degree or specialised training are necessary for successful
*

competition in today’s world*

•{

%

r
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Today1® ourri <mlum has also been greatly expanded*

It

'bears little resemblance to the curriculum of a century age*
More time is sow needed if the quality of the basic
curriculum is to be maintained at - acceptable standards.

An

extension of the school year would proiri.de the time to
enable teachers to teach basic courses more thoroughly,
without any

water!ng dovm * of course content, or standards*

In view of the -receding facts, it tw&m certain that
our schools cannot achieve mmllmm on minimal and
inadequate time allotments*
.

basic fflxaraeterigtios of the i Ian -

The 210-Day tian

would involve extending the present school tens by six weeks*
Thus, m would have a school year of a-^roxiaately 101 months*
To accomplish this, it is proposed that the schools remain
in session, until sometime in July*

The exact date would be

determined by the number and length of vacations during the
school term*
The teachers would work on a l&*mo»th contract, with a
four week vacation*

They would report for duty two weeks

prior to the o suing of school, and would remain on duty for
two weeks after the close of the school term*

TABLE 33
210-day

pun - mMiimim wmm a
School Days

Month

September
October
November
December
January
February

20
22
19
15
£0
19

March
April

21
20

May
June
July

22
20
12
■ Totals -

typical school

Ho. of Days

Holidays

labor Bay
lone
Thanksgiving
Christmas
Um Year
Washington's
birthday
lone
• Good Friday and
Faster Monday
Memorial Day
bone
Fourth of July

210

n&a

1
***

2
7
3
i
m

o
i
ee

Mii(
18

Extending the school tarn in July would pemit
additional vacation days during the year, ©♦ gf, more
time at Easter, fourth of July plus om day, ate* if
the vacations during the- year ware shortened, the summer
vacation «oul& ‘i^egin earlier in July,

Current Status of the

Ian -

The 210-Day School Year

has never been given & trial in the African public schools,
and at this time it has only been proposed as possible means
of extending the school year.
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irorosed Advantages of the Plan
lt

the plan provides the additional tine necessary to

neat the educational needs of our modern society.

It provides

tin® for the enriohiaont of the student’s educational
experience, and ihm for remedial work where necessary*

The

plan achieves a more logical balance between school time and
vacation time*
2*

The longer school year lends a greater continuity

to the educative process* •
3*

oith the elimination of the long summer vacation,

there is less loss of learning on the part of the student*
Several studies have indicated that the traditional long
suianer vacation is responsible for a considerable loss of
learning*
4*

The dangers of idleness and boredom, which accompany

the long nmsmr vacation, are reduced*

There is evidence

that the juvenile crime rate rises as soon as the schools are
closed for the svaamPm**
5#

The plan provides for a more efficient utilisation

of facilities and personnel*

^ State of Minnesota.

Co* eit*

19?
Qm

The plan provides for increased economic and

professional status for teachers*

Teachers would be employed

on a 43~week basis, and would receive a 20 percent increase
in annual salary*
?*

Inservice training, workshops, and curriculum study

could be provided for during the two weeks prior to the
opening of school in September, and the two weeks after the
clog© of school in Inly#

Teachers wishing to attend summer

school could be allowed to do so m soon as school closed in
July, thus they would have six weeks available for summer
graduate work*

Another means of providing for* the professional

growth of teachers night be in the development of more
desirable systems of sabbatical leave#
8#

The 210-Day Flan provides for improved educational

services and improved instruction,

Pith the longer school

term, teachers can do a mere effective job of teaching the
basic courses*

;.ofora and after each school term, teachers

would have the necear-ary time for the preparation of their
instructional materials, and for the evaluation of their
methods of instruction,
9*

The six-week summer vacation allows sufficient time

for the planning of family vacations*
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1X5#

The xmintcnanoo and re; air of school facilities

would be a relatively minor problem#

The schools would 'be

closed for six weeks every s»p, and the necessary work
could be accomplished at that time#
fro osed I) is ad van taros ox the Plan

...

1#

.

n

**•*»»*

'#mmmm*tn

»■««—»■■■ #m«#t

The 2XO»Dagr Plan would raise educational costs by

approximately 20 percent#
2*

In most states, enabling legislation would be

necessary to provide for the additional state aid necessary
for the extended school-year plan#
3#
problem#

In $om areas, the summer hm% right pose a
In the r mt experiences with summer schooling, this

has not been an important problem#

In the future it is

likely that all new classrooms will be air-conditioned, thus
alleviating the problem of susner heat*
4*

The plan requires a reorganisation of the

traditional summer vacation*

however, it is noted that the

i

familiar summer vacation pattern is not radically changed,
thus this factor taay not create ary great opposition to the
plan#

TABLE 34
summer of the mm ms m usmmms of
THE 210-DAY FUI IN KEUflOri TO THE StUDStOS

Mva&tagee

1U Provides for a greater
continuity in the student’s
education, and enrichment of
his educational ererlences
2. Provides Him for
necessary remedial work
3*

Less loss of learning

4* Dangers of nvaamv
idleness and boredom are
reduced
5* Educational services
and instruction -are
imrroved

Dlsftdvant&geo

1* Might limit student’s
opportunity to earn money
through, summer work

txnmsx c? the mmrns

ai;d disadvaotages o?
210-DAY PUS IB RELATION TO THE TEACHERS

Advantages

1# Improved economic and
professional status
E* Improved- educational
services and instruction
«

8* Provides opportunity
for ineerviod training,
workshops, orientation,
and curriculum study

the

Disadvantages

1, Opportunities for sumtr
graduate study night m
curtailed

mx

smtm ?

tee mmms m msmmim w the
PUB B KUIIC8J TO TEE fMPJfflB* PARKS?
0

Advantages

1. Improved educational
services and instruction
for the youth of the
conunlty, and an
educational ppo^ras which
is noro in keeping with the
needs of the are in which
we live

-dai

210

Disadvantages

1> Increased educational
costs

2* More efficient
utilisation of facilities
and p-o-rsormol

3.

Little ox’ no interference

with family vacation plane
\
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Coaelusions isolating to the 210-Day Plan
1#.

lany of the reesoas for the 210-Pay School Year

a,re the sam aa those given In support of other plans and
pro osals for school-year extension*

However, the basic

reason behind this x>lm is different.

Other plans and

armaments relate to econoidea, acceleration, or the
professional improvement of teachers.

These arguments are

valid, however, the proponents of the 210-Day Plan feel that
the most toortant considerations should be*
**•

a.
b*
c*
2*

The need for the mximna development of our
human resources*
The increasing educational needs of youth*
The best balance between school time and
vacation time*

The 210-Day i lan offers a number of advantages to

the students, the t cache re, and the ooanunity, and does not
involve any serious educational disadvantages*
3*

The students profit from the plan through improved

instruction, an expanded and enriched curriculum, and increased
opportunities for remedial-type work*
4*

The teachers profit financially and professionally

through the plan*
K

5*

The comsalty profits from the improved educational

program offered by this proposal, a program which is more in
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keeping with the educational needs of our modem society.
6*

the plan, in spite of its apparent advantages, has

been met with but limited enthusiasm by educators and the
public#

One of the principal reasons for this ap ears to bo

financial.

The second is that of tradition,

Orleans

seem loathe to abandon traditional practices, especially in
regard to education,

Ab was mentioned in several other

instances in this study, tradition will be overcome only as
our educational problem® become critical enough to warrant
drastic action on the part of educators and the public.

7

smim m mcimims
i'iictorg i^spoxislble for the Lack of Acceptance of the
Extended School-Year Programs

The fconojw Frogram
1*

The Four»dW*ter Plan was given an extended trial

in msy oomimities during the 1920s and 1920s*

In all

instances the plan was abandoned m soon as the conditions
which necessitated its adoption ware alleviated*

-lore

recently, *aaay eomsosmitiaa have mtu&ied the plan, and in
all instances it wm rejected*

The principal reason for

rejection was the fact that the plan's disadvantage* outweighed
the financial advantage offered by it*

the saosfc criticised

feature of tha plan was its system of rotating attendance
and staggered vacations*
9

The three* 'Zmms*tor flan and the Lie tarn t lan are

variations of the original quarter-plan, and m with the
latter, tho disadvantages in these systems would appear to
outweigh any financial advantages#

Thus, they have not been

accepted as solutions -to the problems of school finance and
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overcrowded classrooms#
The Three^Semestor ilm has, homver# met with som
success on the college level,

The University of 1 itfccburgh

and others are successfully o crating under such a plan at
the present time,

Iron this information, either of two

conclusions may be. drawn*
a.
b.

3#

The vim offers no re advantages and fewer
disadvantages on the college level,
Colleges are loss tradition-bound than the
public schools# Thus, they are loss restricted
In experimentation along these lines.

The Wyman Han is based upon economic motives,

however, it differs from the other economy plane in that it
coos not involve rotating attendance or daggered vacations.
In this way it overcomes one of trie most serious objections
to plans of the latter tyre#

fet, in spite of its apparent

advantages, the ..ynian Han has failed to meet with acceptance
in A crican education.

The investigator concludes that

there are basically two reasons for this*
a#

Tradition -

The hymn I lan is a drastic

departure from traditional rractice, and the American
public school is alow to adopt any such radical changes
from established organisation*

b.

Probably

the most iiaportant reason for the

plan’s lack of acceptance Hoc in the fact that the financial
problem, which A'ynan proposes to solve, is not as yet
serious enough to warrant such a drastic reorganisation of
the traditional school~yoai\

Perhaps, as property taxes

skyrocket, and more schools are forced onto double-sessions,
educators and tho public will bo forced to seriously consider
such nmi patterns of school-year organisation*
In instances where donble-scBS 1 cm are necessary, the

'tjmii

Im offers a more educationally desirable alternative

to the ordinary &otiale-session*
fhe Ac pole rati on i- rograms -

It is generally agreed,

among educators, that the indiscriminate acceleration of
children in school is not desirable*

A snail minority of

students might profit from nmb a program but the great
majority would often be adversely affected*

Thus, those

communities which experimented with m&h programs in tho
past, have long since abandoned them*

Today, acceleration

is usually considered only in tho instance of the gifted
student who is mtu.r»o enough for college, and who has his
professional goals well outlined*
The llei^dial-fiirichmont . regrams
1*

Optional Typo -

This is the »ost prevalent form
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of extended school-year program in aeration today.

Suoh

program provide for enrichment and remedial activities for
the pupils, and professional growth activities for the
teachers*

Generally, these program have considerable merit,

however, be cause they do cost mm than conventional- type
program, and because student participation is low, their
operation has been confined to those comnnities which are
able to afford school program of the highest quality*
It is to be noted, however, that programs of this type
are on the increase*

In 1957, only ten Massachusetts high

schools offered axmmr programs*
increased to 43 high schools,^

In 1959, that number had
In hew York, a record number

of 137,000 high school students took rawer courses in 1959,
a 20 percent increase over the previous year#2
Since the optional rmmmr program is less of a departure

from the traditional aohool year of the past, it may well bo
that programs of this type will be the means of extending the

* Massachusetts Teacher# H Extended School Year» "
mo lassaohusetts Teacher* XXXIX# { Hareh i960 }, p* 20#
® Grace and fred M* Haokinger* n Should School keep
All Year Round? w The .Rev? York Times* ( January 24, 1960 ),

See# 6, p* 28*
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school year for all American children*

At present, this is

the only typo of extended school-year program in ope ration
in the American public schools*
3*

Comrulfioiffi Typo -

Programs of this type arc very

similar in purpose to the optional mmmv proems®*

However,

by requiring the partial'- at ion of all students in the
extended progrs% they attempt to omraom one of the serious
defects in programs of the latter type*
There are two principal objections to the compulsory
programs, tradition and incleased school costs*

The first

objection is easily countered, for tradition must not stand
in the way of progress*

The second, however, is not as

easily rut aside, for it hits the taxpayer in the pockefrbook
where it hurts him moat*

Eeg&rdleaa of this, it does appear

that in order to achieve quality in' education it will bo
necessary to increase educational expenditures*

ierhapa m

have too long perpetuated the notion of tt getting by as
cheaply as possible * in African education*
It does appear, though, that the necessary funds for
*

the operation of extended school-year programs will not be
forthcoming until our educational problems become so critical
that the taxpayer will be forced to dig deeper into his
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pockctboofc*
General Criteria for the Establishment of a workable and
Aoce■ table i lan of School-Year Extension
1*.

The program mnt provide for a high quality

education, which is in keeping with the increased needs of
our modem society*
a*

Horn tim must 'be allowed for the teaching of

the basic subjects* and tie newer subject areas in the
curriculum*
b*

There met be provision for the enrlokiaeat of

the student’s educational experisiieo*.
c*

There m®i 'be provision for remedial work for

the slow learner*
d*

k short, four to .six weeks, wxmo? vacation

should ho provided for all of the students.
e*

The program should be oo^ipulsory, in order that

all of the students am able to derive full benefit from it*
Or* If the program it on an optional basis, the greater
majority of students should be encouraged to
£*

anticipate.

Acceleration should be allowed only in

exceptional cases*
g*

The nrograa should not unduly interfere with,

of

restrict, desirable extra-curricular activities,

It oust

bo remombeml, however, that such activities are secondary
to the academic program*
■

h,

Claes reorganisation, during the school year,

should h© kept to a minimum*
1*

Rotating attendance and staggered vacations

should be avoided*
2*

The program must provide for the improvement of

the ©conoid© and rrofeesionai etatus of teachers*
a*

Teachers should bo employed on a full-time, and

full-year basis.

Their work year should consist of a period

of approximately 48 ntsks*
b,

Trovicion should be made for the insorvioe

training of teachers, orientation of now teachers, workshops,
curriculum study, graduate study, rued sabbatical leaves*
3*

The program should be economical in terms of the

returns received on the educational investment*

Ideally, the

program would provide for a high quality education at little
increase in cost*
achieved.

However, in practice, this is not easily

Therefore, the objective must be to achieve the

highest possible return, in the fora of a quality educational
program, on the school tax dollar.

To ait in achieving this

econony, full utilisation of school facilities and

rofesslonal

personnel is essential*
Table 37 illustrates the application of these general
criteria to trio various plans and proposal* studied in this
research*

Because of the fact that the various criteria

would bo weighted differently as to their relative Importance,
in different situations, the superiority of one plan, in
comparison to the ot -.ere, cannot be established from this
table alone*

To do so would require a careful analysis of

oacli plan in relation to a particular school situation#
In order to conserve space, the various plans are
designated as follows in Table 37*
la
lb

Fou^Qaartar Plan

lo
id

Three-SoBOstor School Tear
Uehmn Plan
uymxi Plan

2a
2b

F<mr*Qftftrter Acceleration Flan
lL»;fonth Accelerated program

3a - Optional Sumer itomdial-Snrlchsent i rogrsms
3b - Oroide? Plan
3e - 210-Day School Year

!'

TABLE 37

APPLICATION CF GEEBSAL CRITERIA TO THE VARIOUS PURS FOR

SCHOOL-YEAR EXTSBSIdi

General Criteria

la

lb

lo

Plan
id 2a

2b

3a

313

3c

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XM

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Increased Tine Allotment
Earlotoexit Activities
.cDQcilal v;ori£

X

X

Short Vacation
Coanulsory Program
Halted Acceleration
l.o Interference with
Ixtra-Claae Activities
Ro Starred Vacations
Riniiaim of Class
i^ox^anisation
increased Teacher
Salaries
Professional Cwvrfci*
Activities
Fun utilisation or
Facilities and Staff
i£oxmm$ of 'Operation
or
Maximum Return on
Educational Invostnent

X

X

|WX

X

X

X

1 ( X

X

X

X

M X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

. x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X .X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

. , JL.X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

n 1.

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
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The Future Organization of the American School Year
After a careful analysis of the data presented in this
study, it is the conclusion of the investigator that the
traditional 180*4ey school year will eventually be
lengthened*

The following factors are cited as the basis

for this conclusions
1.

Education is being now considered more and more as

a continuous process*

It docs not begin in September, and

automatically end in June*

The school is tending to accept

more responsibility for the child’s overall education*

This

is specifically evidenced in the operation of recreational
and day-camp programs under the supervision of the school*
2*

As our society has grown mere complex, and more

technological, the period of annual school attendance for
each child has increased*

This trend has been in evidence

since the earliest days of public education in this country.
Some authorities oven predict that education, in the future,
will be a never-ending process, and that adults will attend
school on the job, or between periods of work activity.
3*

There is no valid basis for the traditional

180-day school year*

The 180-day year evolved out of the

needs of a society which ceased to exist many years ago*
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4*

The educational needs of today’s youth are far

greater than those of own a generation ago*
more to learn*

There is now

Alto, the curriculum has bean greatly

expanded during the past fifty years*

If there is to he

sufficient times for teaching the basic courses, and the
courses in the newer areas of the curriculum, then it must
follow that more time met be allotted to the educational
process, if a high quality of education, is to he achieved*
5,

Optional summer courses have grown in number since

the close of vorld bar XX*

Bxmmr schools now not only

offer remedial work, or make-up work, but advanced enrichment
courses as well*

This am ears to be the first step toward

a universally extended school year in the united States*
8*

In order to achieve higher salary and professional

statue, teachers must work a full year, as do the members of
other professions*

The 14 to 10 weeks of annual vacation,

which teachers receive, cannot be justified*
7*

The problems of school finance, classroom and

teacher shortages, and sub-standard education are gradually
becoming more acute*

They will not solve themselves*

Therefore it would appear inevitable that the organisation
of the American school will eventually undergo drastic
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changes, in order to cope with these problem*
8.

Education, in terms of dollars expended, is a

major business, m& it is growing larger every year*

As

education grows, and becoiaes more expensive, there arises a
demand for increased efficiency*

One of the moat wasteful

of present school practices is the long &wsmr vacation,
during which multi-sdllion dollar school plants stand idle
for throe months*

There are few other large businesses that

could afford such a practice*.
9*
cities.

Juvenile crime is on the increase in all American
Some authorities lay the blame for this condition

on the lack of proper parental supervision, especially
during the summer months.

If the home is derelict in its

res oneibllitiee in this regard, it may well be that the
school will bo called uuon to assume added responsibility
for the supervision of the child’s time#

-Such increased

responsibility would probably take the fom of an extended
school day and school year.
In view of these factors, the investigator must
conclude that the trend toward a longer period of annual
school attendance for each child is gradually gaining
momentum*

Though the traditions surrounding American
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education are strong, it or roars that they must eventually
bo overcome*

Thus, to the investigator, it ap pears that the

major question is not whether the school year will be
lengthened, but rather, in what way will it bo lengthened?
In order to resolve the latter point, all of the plans and
proposals included in this study must be carefully considered*
First, the economy programs, ae they now stand, art
probably not the answer to the question of how the school
year will bo extended.

They suffer from too many disadvantages*

the possible exception is the lyia&n Flan, which has a number
of merits, and f'm educational disadvantages*
The acceleration programs, also, are not educationally
acceptable at this time, lor their adoption would create
numerous pro&Lj&m of educational and social significance*
the possible mmw to the question lies with the
rewe&ial^enriohmant program*

The oompulsopy-type programs

are radical departures from tradition*

Thus, they have met

with but limited enthusiasm on the part of educators and the
public*

However, they do appear to be the most logical

means of meeting the educational needs of our modern society,
for all students*
lore likely, though, trie immediate answer to the
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problem lies with the optional simxvq nr i ohmsnt type
program*

The '"rograma of this type provide for the increased

educational needs of youth, yet they are not a do arture
from established tradition and practice*
dates back to the nid-nineteenth century*

The oiaa nr school
The one short coring

of the optional programs la that many students do not
parties!' ate in them*

Thus* for those students* the program

fails to accomplish its purpose*

It is therefore the

conclusion of the writer that the optional summer rrograa is
but an evolutionary step toward compulsory year-round school*
As more and more students take -■art in such programs* the
idea of year-round school will corns to be more accepted
until finally* all children will attend school on a yearround basis*
Some day, the school year of 180 days, and the three*
month sumo? vacation* will bo but a irnmty of the past*
Children will attend school for 104 to 11 months a year, and
both they and the society in which they live will bo the
beneficiaries of the higher quality education which will be
offered in the American public school*
Tradition dies hard, and these changes nay come about
slowly*

however, the evidence indicates that they are

already taking plaoo*

One hac only to witness tho growth

of tho syaaesai* school, within recent years, to bocorjo aware
of this fact*

Tho mxt atop, in tills evolutionary process,

will undoubtedly be tho extended compulsory school year.
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